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How the Hurricanes’ offseason could be impacted by the salary cap: 4 scenarios 

By Sara Civian 

We’ll start this story the same way we’ll start many stories as 
this summer’s free-agency frenzy heats up: The Canes don’t 
have tons of salary-cap space to make significant free-agent 
moves this offseason. 

They’re currently projected by PuckPedia to have just more 
than $20 million to play with, but that’s with 10 in-house free 
agents to deal with. They aren’t going to keep all 10, but 
even with a few off the books, they’re going to have a tough 
time paying those they want to keep. Don’t get too excited for 
free agency July 13. 

But with that said, there are still some options. 

If the Canes were to trade Jake Gardiner, for instance, they’d 
have around $24 million to work with. And then maybe they’d 
let RFA Ethan Bear walk, and/or trade RFA Martin Necas, 
and/or let go of RFA Tony DeAngelo rather than go to 
arbitration with him after a prolific season, and/or say 
goodbye to one or both UFAs Nino Niederreiter and Vincent 
Trocheck. 

Are you still with me? 

Point is: There’s a lot that could potentially happen, and the 
Canes have been known to lean into the unconventional. 

I also feel like we’re sort of accepting the fact that they can’t 
keep Niederreiter and Trocheck without really thinking about 
it enough. 

The potential scenarios are almost infinite with 10 free 
agents, and the cap gymnastics and dominoes that have yet 
to fall are overwhelming. And while I think they will go for a 
trade or two if they plan on making any big moves, there are 
actually a few interesting free-agency moves the Hurricanes 
could make. 

Let’s dig into a few hypotheticals, to get a real feel for where 
the Canes are at as free agency looms and the variety of 
directions they could go. 

The “max cap space” scenario (unrealistic version) 

The Canes could have a bit over $24 million in cap space if 
they let all NHL free agents walk and manage to trade 
Gardiner. Assuming prospects Jack Drury ($925,000 
average annual value) and Jalen Chatfield ($762,500) make 
the roster, what does the depth chart look like at that point? 

Andrei Svechnikov – Sebastian Aho – Teuvo Teravainen 
Seth Jarvis – Jesperi Kotkaniemi – ??? 
??? – Jordan Staal – Jesper Fast 
Jordan Martinook – Jack Drury – ??? 

Jaccob Slavin – ??? 
Brady Skjei – Brett Pesce 
??? – Jalen Chatfield 

Freddie Andersen 
Antti Raanta 

With Drury and Chatfield factored in, the Canes are now 
looking at about $22.5 million with which to add a first-pairing 
defenseman, a second-line sniper, two depth forwards and a 
depth defenseman. 

Potential free-agent gap-fillers: Valeri Nichushkin at around 
$7 million, John Klingberg at around $7 million, Zach Aston-
Reese at $2 million, Colin Blackwell at $1 million, Erik 
Gudbranson at $3 million. That’s under the cap with $3 or $4 
million to spare. 

The “max cap space” scenario (realistic version) 

Here’s the more likely way it goes if they’re able to max out 
the cap space: The Canes trade Gardiner in a salary dump 
and have a bit over $24 million in cap space, same as 
before. They let Bear walk, re-sign Necas to a bridge deal 
around $4 million, sign DeAngelo for $5 million, sign Steven 
Lorentz for $1 million and let Niederreiter, Trocheck, Brendan 
Smith, Ian Cole, Max Domi and Derek Stepan walk. With 
Drury and Chatfield added to the depth chart, they’ve got 
around $12.5 million to work with and this lineup: 

Andrei Svechnikov – Sebastian Aho – Teuvo Teravainen 
Seth Jarvis – Jesperi Kotkaniemi – Martin Necas 
??? – Jordan Staal – Jesper Fast 
Jordan Martinook – Jack Drury – Steven Lorentz 

Jaccob Slavin – Tony DeAngelo 
Brady Skjei – Brett Pesce 
??? – Jalen Chatfield 

Freddie Andersen 
Antti Raanta 

Potential free-agent gap-fillers: Nichushkin at around $7 
million or Nick Paul at around $4 million, then someone like 
Nikita Zadorov at $3 million or $4 million or Gudbrandson at 
$3 million. That puts them under the cap, with a few million 
dollars to spare. 

The “we like our group (but things happen)” scenario 

Let’s say the Canes don’t trade Gardiner and instead buy 
him out. That puts them at around $23 million in cap space. 
Let’s also say they try their hardest to make it work with their 
in-house free agents. Even then, not everything is going to 
work out. They re-sign Necas at $4 million, DeAngelo at $5 
million, Niederreiter at $6 million and Lorentz at $1 million. 
Adding Drury and Chatfield into the equation will leave the 
Canes at around $5.5 million, with this depth chart: 

Andrei Svechnikov – Sebastian Aho – Teuvo Teravainen 
Seth Jarvis – Jesperi Kotkaniemi – Martin Necas 
Nino Niederreiter – Jordan Staal – Jesper Fast 
Jordan Martinook – Jack Drury – Steven Lorentz 
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Jaccob Slavin – Tony DeAngelo 
Brady Skjei – Brett Pesce 
??? – Jalen Chatfield 

Freddie Andersen 
Antti Raanta 

Potential free-agent gap-fillers: Zadorov or Gudbrandson 
could still work on that third pairing, and the Canes could 
probably fit either with room to spare. Or they could go for 
something a bit cheaper like Justin Schultz or Ilya 
Lyubushkin. 

The “maybe we can afford Trocheck and Niederreiter after 
all” scenario 

Are we just rolling with the narrative that the Canes can’t 
afford both Trocheck and Niederreiter? 

Let’s say the Canes buy out Gardiner and are working with 
$23 million. Let’s also be generous and say Trocheck goes 
for $7 million and the Canes decide to pay it. Let’s then say 
they agree to a $6 million AAV extension with Niederreiter. 
They pay Lorentz $1 million, trade Bear for a prospect (no 
cap space added) and pay DeAngelo $5 million. Necas is 
traded for a young defenseman with an AAV less than $2 
million. 

Add Drury and Chatfield and you’re right at the cap with this 
depth chart: 

Andrei Svechnikov – Sebastian Aho – Teuvo Teravainen 
Seth Jarvis – Vincent Trocheck – Jesperi Kotkaniemi 
Nino Niederreiter – Jordan Staal – Jesper Fast 
Jordan Martinook – Jack Drury – Steven Lorentz 

Jaccob Slavin – Tony DeAngelo 
Brady Skjei – Brett Pesce 
Mystery defenseman – Jalen Chatfield 

Freddie Andersen 
Antti Raanta 

So without even fully offloading Gardiner’s contract, the 
Canes could hypothetically keep Niederreiter and Trocheck 
— and I was giving a high-end estimate with both of their 
contracts. They also kept DeAngelo in this scenario. The 
team doesn’t necessarily improve, but it doesn’t take a step 
back. 

In conclusion 

Managing a trade for Gardiner feels imperative for the Canes 
to be able to not only keep their core players but improve the 
group. And after taking a long look at the available free 
agents, I don’t think we should just write off this offseason 
because the Canes don’t have an excess of money. There 
are a number of great free-agent options the Canes need to 
look at if they want to take a step forward. 

These are only a few of the scenarios, and the figures are 
ballparked. Salaries could come in higher or lower, and the 
Hurricanes could do something else to change the math. But 
what you come to at the end is this: They have options, 
internal and external. The only real ridiculous thing would be 
if they walked away from both Niederreiter and Trocheck and 
had no free agents to show for it.
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Mailbag #31: Looking Ahead To The Draft 

What is success at the draft? Does having depth in Chicago 
mean the team might move picks for immediate help? How 
important is having a Prospect Development Camp this 
year? 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - We are already just two weeks away from 
the first round of the NHL Draft and in under three weeks 
free agents will be free to sign with any team. 

Playing until the last day of May will bring those things on 
quickly. 

In looking ahead to both, let's take some questions 
surrounding those two events. 

(Please Note: Some questions have been edited for clarity.)  

The NHL Draft will be a success for the Carolina Hurricanes 
if __________. - @CaniacJohn 

Well, first, isn't it nice to know that the team is not in a 
position where they'll be drafting inside the top 10 and 
needing an impact player that must contribute right away 
next year? Given the organization's history, that's certainly 
noteworthy. 

With that being said, I think the answer to the question is the 
draft will be a success if the team continues to add to their 
already impressive stockpile of prospects. 

How or when is that determined though? 

There's an element of patience that is always needed with 
the draft. Does June 23, 2012 ring a bell to anyone? The 
franchise drafted Jaccob Slavin that day in the fourth round. 
Did anyone have any clue then that 10 years from then he'd 
be regarded as one of the best defenders in the league? 
Likely not. If they had, he'd have gone higher than #120 
overall. Meanwhile, the number one overall pick from that 
year is no longer in the league.  

The draft is just step one in the process. The development 
that transpires over the coming years matters much more. 

July 7 & July 8 will be fun and exciting days for the club, but 
determining how much of a success it will be is something 
that can really only be determined a few years down the 
road. 

Could we see a sign and trade for a first round pick? - 
@_Ryan_34 

Well, it's the draft, so I suppose anything is possible. (Insert 
shrug emoji) 

Considering the depth the Canes have, especially in 
Chicago, do you think they trade a high draft pick or two for 
an immediate impact player? - @Adam_ireland16 

Fair question, but see the above answer. 

I'm glad you brought up Chicago though. Their current 
Calder Cup run has provided many reasons to be optimistic 
for both Jack Drury and Jalen Chatfield and their potential to 
be in the lineup full-time with the Canes next year. 

At this present moment, Drury has 21 points in 16 
postseason games. Since TheAHL.com began keeping the 
number as an official statistic in 2005, only five rookies have 
had more. Some of those names? Jamie Benn, Alex 
Goligoski and Jeff Carter. Not bad company. 

As for Chatfield, his consistent strong presence on defense, 
combined with not looking out of place during his times in 
Raleigh, lead us to believe he may be ready for a bigger role. 

Of course, there's Pyotr Kochetkov, too. But with Frederik 
Andersen and Antti Raanta under contract for next season, it 
remains to be seen where he'll be come October. 

But back in terms of the question at hand, remember, no first 
rounder for the Canes this year (compensation for the 
Kotkaniemi offer sheet). Their first pick this year will be 
toward the tail end of the second. As far as the value that 
could fetch, that's to be determined. 

How big will prospect camp be this year? Just recently 
drafted guys or also to include guys like Honka and Fensore 
who have missed the opportunity to have camps because of 
COVID-19? - @skinnedjeffrey 

This is a brilliant question. 

For those unfamiliar, the team's Prospect Camp had been an 
annual event prior to COVID-19. It allows both the 2022 draft 
picks, as well as other players selected in recent years, to 
come to Raleigh, showcase their talents and get more 
familiar with the franchise. The organization gets to look at 
how far they've come within a year while they were either 
away playing in juniors, the NCAA, overseas or elsewhere. 
Or, of course, getting to an established baseline with players 
just drafted the week before. 

As the question alludes to, Prospects Camps obviously did 
not happen in either 2020 or 2021. The Canes' Hockey Ops 
staff will now once again learn more about players that 
haven't been to The Triangle in some time and the players 
themselves will get to see both how they stack up against 
their peers and establish familiarity with players whom they 
could be playing with in the future, in addition to learning 
more about the Canes. 
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The 2022 Canes Prospect Development Camp is currently 
scheduled to be the week of July 11, with a full listing of 
events to be released soon. 

(Disclaimer: Not every draft pick from recent years 
participates. For example, Seth Jarvis, who spent the entire 
year with the big club, likely will not be in attendance.) 

Update on Nino? We need to resign my dude. - @NCPride 

While I don't have any knowledge on the Niederreiter front, 
what I can offer is an important reminder for all for the next 
few weeks. 

Per the Merriam-Webster, here are the following definitions: 

Resign - To renounce (something, such as a right or 
position) by a formal act 

Re-sign - To rehire (someone, such as an athlete) by means 
of a signed contract 

Closing Up Shop 

Thanks to all who took the time to read and ask questions, 
as always.

 

 

 

About Last Season: Max Domi 

Max Domi was a low-risk, high-reward trade deadline pickup 
for the Canes. He arguably only rewarded them in one game, 
but he picked the right game to do it.  

By Andrew Schnittker  

Max Domi 2021-22 By The Numbers 

Age: 27  

NHL Seasons: 7  

Scoring: 2 goals, 5 assists, 7 points in 19 games  

Playoff scoring: 3 goals, 3 assists, 6 points in 14 games 

Advanced statistics: 61.70 CF%, 53.44 SCF%, 56.53 xGF%, 
75.00 GF% 

Average TOI: 10:49 ES, 1:10 PP, 0:01 SH 

Contract Status: Pending UFA 

Going into the 2022 NHL trade deadline, the thought was 
that the Carolina Hurricanes, who despite needing some 
additional scoring were up against the cap, wouldn’t be able 
to do much. That was correct, but they still found a way to 
make an intriguing addition.  

Through a complex three-way trade that also involved the 
Florida Panthers, the Hurricanes acquired forward Max Domi 
from the Columbus Blue Jackets. Domi hadn’t done much for 
the Columbus in 2021-22, but the talent has always been 
there and he had a history of higher production, as he was 
just three years removed from a 72-point season with the 
Montreal Canadiens in 2018-19. It was a low-risk, potentially 
high-reward move.  

How high that reward ended up being is debatable. If you 
only looked at the regular season, the Hurricanes didn’t get 
much from Domi, who mostly played a bottom-six role and 
only contributed two goals and seven points in 19 games.  

Trade deadline moves aren’t typically made with the regular 
season in mind, however. To start the Canes’ first-round 

series against Boston, it was more of the same from Domi, 
who chipped in just two assists in the first six games.  

However, with the Canes bogged down in a sluggish 
performance in game 6, Rod Brind’Amour shuffled his lines 
and moved Domi up with Vincent Trocheck and Teuvo 
Teravainen.  

He stuck with that line in game 7, and it paid off as Domi 
delivered a performance for the ages. In the Hurricanes’ 3-2 
win over the Bruins on home ice to close out the series, 
Domi factored in on all three Canes goals, scoring two of 
them and making a slick feed to Teravainen for a primary 
assist on the first.  

Domi became the latest example of unlikely heroes stepping 
up in a game 7, and joined the likes of Scott Walker and 
Brock McGinn in etching himself in Hurricanes playoff lore 
forever in helping the team to the next round.  

Domi’s performance wouldn’t carry over into the next round, 
however, as he did not record another point until scoring 
what was effectively a garbage time goal in the Canes’ 
blowout loss to the Rangers in game 7, and was more 
noticeable for his role in the team’s lack of discipline at the 
end of some of the road losses in that series.  

Domi’s story as a Hurricane was an interesting one. They 
effectively took a flier on him at the deadline, and he didn’t 
do much for them until he came through with a whale of a 
performance in what was, at the time, the biggest game of 
the season. His performance in game 7 against Boston will 
always be remembered as part of the story, and the first and 
really only noteworthy chapter of it.  

It’s also likely to be a short story. Domi will be a UFA come 
July, and, though the Canes could try to bring him back for 
cheap as a bottom-six scorer, given that they are already 
going to be tight on cap space and need more top-end goal 
scoring, it makes sense to fill that role with a younger, 
cheaper, player.  
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The Canes made a low-risk, high-reward move to bring in 
Max Domi, and, though they really only saw that reward in 
one game, it was the right game for it. His time in Raleigh 

was likely short, but he still managed to make a memory both 
for himself and Hurricanes fans during it. 

 

 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/3380305/2022/06/24/hurricanes-offseason-salary-cap-scenarios/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/mailbag-number-31-looking-ahead-to-the-draft/c-334711690 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/6/23/23178937/max-domi-carolina-hurricanes-2021-22-season-in-review 
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Stanley Cup Final Game 5 expert predictions: Betting preview, odds for 
Avalanche vs. Lightning 

 

Nick Groke 

5-7 minutes 24/06/2022 

 

The Colorado Avalanche are one game away from winning the Stanley 
Cup, but they didn’t get to this spot without some controversy. Nazem 
Kadri’s overtime winner in Game 4 gave the Avalanche a 3-1 series lead 
and gave the Tampa Bay Lightning plenty to talk about. 

The Avalanche had too many men on the ice, but it didn’t get called and 
could not be reviewed. Lightning coach Jon Cooper said “we probably 
still should be playing” after the game. Avalanche coach Jared Bednar 
admitted he saw 7-on-6 at one point, but said that happens frequently 
and said he saw it as “nothing.” 

Looking past that controversy, Colorado can dethrone the two-time 
defending champs with one more win. The Avs are in search of a first 
Stanley Cup since 2001. 

What time is Avalanche vs. Lightning Game 5? 

8 p.m. ET on Friday 

Where to watch and stream Avalanche vs. Lightning? 

Channels: ABC, CBC, SN 

Streaming: ESPN+, SN Now 

Stanley Cup Final schedule 

Game 1: Avalanche 4, Lightning 3 – OT 

Game 2: Avalanche 7, Lightning 0 

Game 3: Lightning 6, Avalanche 2 

Game 4: Avalanche 3, Lightning 2 – OT | Avalanche lead 3-1 

Game 5: Lightning at Avalanche | Friday, June 24 | 8 p.m. ET 

Game 6*: Avalanche at Lightning | Sunday, June 26 | 8 p.m. ET 

Game 7*: Lightning at Avalanche | Tuesday, June 28 | 8 p.m. ET 

What are the odds for Avalanche at Lightning Game 5? 

Series odds: Avalanche -1400, Lightning +800 

Lightning vs. Avalanche Game 5 preview 

Throughout his decade on the bench in Tampa Bay, Jon Cooper, now 
the longest tenured coach in the NHL, was a steady mast helping propel 
the Lightning in the right direction. Since he took over in 2012, the Bolts 
have been among the been among the best teams in the league year 
after year. Cooper is a scholarly, calm presence in a league that leans 
into churn and change. 

But he made a mistake on Wednesday. Cooper let a loss get to him and, 
worse still, he let the idea of fallibility creep into the room. It’s not 
important anymore whether Cooper was right or wrong about a too many 
men on the ice penalty that wasn’t called in Game 4. Fact is, Game 5 is 
scheduled for Friday and the Avalanche hold a 3-1 series lead. It wasn’t 
a penalty because it wasn’t a penalty. Whether it should have been is 
immaterial. 

Now the Lightning have an air of grievance. And aggrieved teams don’t 
win. Teams that are impervious to the whims of fate, those are the teams 
that win. The Avs lost Nazem Kadri to a broken hand. Then they lost 
Andre Burakovsky to a hand injury. Instead of crying woe, they bided 
their time. And Kadri returned at the perfect spot, just in time to score the 
game-winner in overtime Wednesday. An incredible story. 

After the Lightning lost Game 2 in a 7-0 blowout, Cooper talked about 
letting it go, about rising above and playing through. He spoke confidently 
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about his team and their ability to erase the losses and move on. And 
they did. The Bolts rebounded in Game 3 to win in a blowout of their own. 

But on Wednesday, Cooper tossed a hand grenade and walked out 
without explanation. He had the entire league talking about a phantom 
call that he didn’t even acknowledge in the moment. “My heart breaks for 
the players,” he said. It all underlined how thoroughly the Avs dominated 
that overtime period. The Lightning did not lose Game 4 because of one 
call. 

On Thursday, Cooper tried to move on. “What’s great about today is that 
it is not yesterday,” Cooper said. “And now I’ve got some excitement for 
Game 5.” 

The Avs are rolling again, with a confidence boosted by Kadri’s return 
and a gutsy OT victory on slushy ice in Florida. Now they return to 
Colorado and a loud crowd ready to anoint them champions. They have 
all of the momentum. Teams that hold a 3-1 lead in the Stanley Cup 
finals are 33-1 all-time. No team has rallied from 3-1 down since the 
Maple Leafs came back on the Red Wings in 1942. Yeah, 80 years ago. 

A coach sets the tone, inside the room and out. The hockey world should 
have been talking about how the Lightning have it in them to rally from 3-
1 down because they are a veteran, accomplished team with enough 
experience to avoid getting rattled. Instead, we argued whether the Bolts 
were wronged, re-litigating their loss over and over. They lost the game, 
then they lost the argument. 

“I’ve moved on,” Cooper said Thursday. “I’d be really happy to talk about 
tomorrow night’s game if anybody wants to talk about that.” 

Meanwhile, the Avs made themselves ready for Game 5 before they got 
on the bus. 

“We have a great opportunity here to clinch something great,” Colorado’s 
Cale Makar said Thursday. “But at the end of the day we just have to 
focus on ourselves and play our game and then wherever that takes us, it 
takes us.” 
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Lightning’s Stanley Cup dynasty is on life support, but don’t count them 
out 

 

Joe Smith 

8-10 minutes 24/06/2022 

 

DENVER — It was approximately 2 a.m. Thursday morning when 
Lightning coach Jon Cooper was finally walking out of Amalie Arena. 

A few hours earlier, Cooper had been so stung, so emotional, so — let’s 
say — ticked off that he ended his news conference after one question. 
The missed too-many-men-on-the-ice-call was a painful way to end a 3-2 
overtime loss. And that’s if it had been a mid-February game in Buffalo. 

In the big-stage and big-picture context of the Stanley Cup Final, 
however, the Game 4 loss to Colorado was devastating, considering 
Tampa Bay’s historic three-year run, with 11 consecutive series victories, 
three wins shy of dynasty status as the first threepeat in 40 years. If 
Cooper sounded like the reign was over, he had good reason, especially 
because teams are 1-for-36 in a best-of-seven Cup Final after being 
down 3-1. 

But with Cooper rolling his laptop bag in the quiet halls of Amalie Arena, 
chatting with team mental performance coach Ryan Hamilton, you saw 

his mood start to change. He small-talked with a few reporters. You even 
heard a laugh or two. If Cooper has learned anything from Hamilton, 
there’s nothing more important than the power of resilience. 

It’s like Hamilton used to say in their 65-day run in the COVID-19-
sparked bubble for their Cup in 2020: 

“This is not the best situation. But we can make the most of it.” 

By Thursday afternoon, that’s where Cooper and the Lightning’s mindset 
was, on the task at hand. They’re in deep trouble, no doubt, having to 
beat a powerhouse Avalanche team three straight games, including twice 
in Denver, starting with Game 5 on Friday. 

But leave it to Cooper for the apropos metaphor. 

“So that mountain is a little bit higher?” Cooper said. “Well, at least we’re 
still climbing.” 

Make no mistake, the Avs aren’t Pikes Peak. They’re Mount Everest. 
They’re a super-talented, hungry group determined to create a legacy, 
perhaps even create a dynasty of their own. The Lightning, of all teams, 
know what that’s like. 

It would be no shame at all if Tampa Bay’s season, their reign, ended 
Friday night at Ball Arena. Many people think it will. No matter what, the 
Lightning will be a team for the ages, one of the best — if not the best — 
team in the salary-cap era, defying the odds in a system created for 
parity, not a superpower. 

It would be similar to how the Wayne Gretzky-led Oilers vanquished the 
Islanders dynasty in 1984 but then failed in their three-peat attempt in 
1986 against a resurgent Flames team. Edmonton was still hungry and 
extremely talented. 

“We just got beat,” Mark Messier said. 

But if you talk to any of those truly special teams — the Oilers, the 
Islanders — they were all-timers because as tough as it was for them to 
win, it was even harder to take them out. They refused to die, and that’s 
how this Lightning team is built. 

Cooper’s message to the team Wednesday night? We’re still alive. 

“We have to go win a fucking game right now,” said Pat Maroon, who has 
won three consecutive championships. “Sorry for the language. But we 
can. We have to go win a game. I mean, there’s nothing else we can do.” 

The Lightning don’t have to win all three games Friday night — just one. 
Put the pressure back on the Avs back in Tampa on Sunday. There’s a 
lot that has to go right for all this to happen. 

There are the special teams, which have to be better, with the power play 
going 1-for-15 in the series and the all-of-a-sudden penalty kill giving up 
six goals. There’s health: Anthony Cirelli played half of Wednesday’s 
game with one good arm, needing Maroon to help him put his jersey over 
his head between periods. Erik Cernak limped out of the arena 
Wednesday, his several attempts to return proving fruitless. Nikita 
Kucherov is believed to be dealing with a knee injury. Nick Paul hobbled 
around Game 3 before his heroics. We don’t know if Brayden Point is an 
option for Game 5, but if he could play, he would have already been in 
the lineup. 

Steven Stamkos said the outside world has no idea what kind of sacrifice 
the Lightning have made, heading into their 67th playoff game in the last 
22 months. We don’t know what kind of injuries they’re playing through. 

This is why the Stanley Cup is ridiculously hard to win once, much less 
twice or three times. You need breaks. You need clutch performances. 
You need health. 

“It’s grueling, absolutely grueling,” Islanders four-time Cup champ Bob 
Nystrom said. “I don’t know if people really appreciate how hard it is to 
win a Cup. We had a feeling we could win, and that more than anything 
is what really put us through and allowed us to win the third Cup and 
fourth Cup. We could have had a really good chance at the fifth Cup if we 
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didn’t have so many injuries. You’re playing 25 more games a year, it 
wears on you. We just ran out of gas. 

“It’s a beating. I think a lot of guys on our team ended up being 15 
pounds below what they started the year with. It’s an — excuse the 
expression — a shitshow. That’s exactly what it is.” 

It is, but winning the Cup also is absolutely addicting. Those who have 
won it say that once you hoist hockey’s holy grail, you want to do it again, 
more than even in all those years you were scratching and clawing for 
your first. 

If the Avs want it, they’ve got to bury Tampa Bay, and good luck with 
that. Just ask the Leafs, who were up 3-2 in the best-of-seven, first-round 
series, and up a goal going into the third period of Game 6. 

Ask the Presidents’ Trophy-winning Panthers, who found out what a 
championship level looks like in a four-game sweep. 

Ask the Rangers, who boasted Vezina Trophy-winning goaltender Igor 
Shesterkin but blew a 2-0 series lead. 

No, this Lightning team’s ride through the playoffs hasn’t nearly been as 
smooth as their first two. They’re not as deep, nor are they as healthy. 

But they’re even more determined, hardened by their scars and mature 
enough to realize that, as Stamkos put it, “This is a once in a lifetime” 
opportunity. 

“For whatever reason, we haven’t just rested on the last couple years,” 
Stamkos said last week. “It would have been really easy to do, right? You 
have that success. You’re down a couple of games against a really good 
team in Toronto and you could have just said, ‘OK, let’s get some rest, 
we’ve had a long couple of years.’ But that’s just that’s not the makeup of 
this team. 

“As a player and you go through it, especially for me having played as 
long as I have, you realize the potential that this group has and how 
special it is and you don’t want to waste those opportunities. Some guys 
never even get a chance to play in the finals. So we realize how special 
this group is, but we always talk about, let’s not waste this opportunity. 
Our group is too good to not give ourselves a chance to compete for the 
Stanley Cup. And we’ve shown that. Especially this year, we’ve been 
down in a couple of situations, we’ve never panicked. We stick to what 
makes us successful. And I’m proud of that. I’m proud of that effort. And 
here we are with a chance to win number three.” 

Their chances are much slimmer now than a few days ago. They’re darn 
near down to zero. Only one team in the last 75 years has come back 
from a 3-1 deficit in the finals: the 1942 Leafs. But how many teams have 
won a Cup after 65 days in a bubble situation? One. How many teams in 
the cap era have won 11 consecutive series? One. Tampa Bay isn’t 
going to lay over for the Avs, and they believe the pressure is on the 
favorites, knowing how nerve-wracking it can be to try to win a 
championship in front of the home fans. 

“If there’s one team that can do it,” Maroon said, “it’s this team.” 

The Lightning aren’t thinking about the entire mountain they need to 
climb. They’re just worried about the first few steps. 

“In the back of the mind, you know the big picture is there,” said Ryan 
McDonagh, who overcame a 3-1 deficit with the Rangers in the second 
round in 2014. “But at the end of that big picture is that ultimate goal. So 
you’re always striving for that, too. We know it’s a process, and the only 
way to get there is by winning the games in front of us. There’s no other 
way to put it.” 
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NHL Draft 2022: Corey Pronman and Scott Wheeler debate the top 
prospects 

 

Scott Wheeler, Corey Pronman 

20-25 minutes 23/06/2022 

 

Naoko Asano: We’re here today to debate the top prospects in the 2022 
NHL Draft — specifically, the ones you two really disagree on. I’m hoping 
for a spicy discussion, but I also want us all to stay friends once this is 
over. 

Let’s start with Slovakian winger Juraj Slafkovsky. He’s No. 1 on Corey’s 
ranking, while Scott has him at No. 5. Corey, why are you ranking him 
above everyone else on your list? 

Scott Wheeler: Friends?! Puh! The readers want blood! 

Corey Pronman: I discussed this subject more in depth last week, but it 
essentially comes down to two things: 1. Unique skill set and 2: Unique 
accomplishments, at times. 

On the first point, Slafkovsky is a high-end athlete as a 6-foot-4 forward 
who has NHL speed. You combine that with high-end skill level, good 
playmaking and finishing ability, and strong enough compete and you get 
a player with the attributes to become an NHL star. On the second point, 
Slafkovsky’s Olympics and IIHF World Championship performances were 
unique performances that you don’t see from a draft-eligible versus pros 
that often. He was a top player for Slovakia versus men, including at 
times vs. NHL players at the worlds. From watching a lot of senior men’s 
international tournaments over the years, such as the many in the 
European Hockey Tour, it’s rare for a draft-eligible to get a regular shift at 
those levels, never mind be a go-to player. 

Obviously Slafkovsky’s profile isn’t perfect. His Liiga point production is 
quite middling for a projected top pick even if he played on a very good 
team and he doesn’t play a premium position. But those other elements 
make me think he has the potential to become an important player for an 
NHL team with star upside. 

Wheeler: While I certainly see and understand Slafkovsky’s appeal (it 
grabs you as soon as you watch him, with that huge frame, pulling pucks 
through his feet and attack off the wall in control across the offensive 
zone), I do worry that his international showings have too heavily 
influenced his entry into the No. 1 conversation. I shared similar concerns 
about some of the hype that built around Vasili Podkolzin (following his 
stunning World Junior A Challenge and Hlinka Gretzky Cup 
performances for Russia) and Philip Broberg (following his own Hlinka 
Gretzky Cup and U18 worlds performances) ahead of the 2019 draft. 

Slafkovsky has certainly made the most of his opportunities on the world 
stage (against men, no less) with the Slovakian national team, but he has 
also been given every opportunity to succeed there. Prominent usage. 
First power-play time. Talented linemates. Offensive-zone starts. You 
name it. Would his profile look as glossy had he suited up for Team 
Canada or Team USA in a lesser role in the same events? I’m not 
convinced it would, as great as he ultimately looked playing against those 
same teams. 

I also wonder about just how much development is ahead of him vis-a-vis 
some of the other top prospects in this draft. He is one of the biggest, 
strongest, heaviest players in this draft class and that’s an advantage 
that will persist even against stronger competition at the NHL level, but it 
also comes with its own limitations. Just as there aren’t many star 
forwards in the NHL at 5-foot-8 these days, I think we can lose sight of 
the fact that there aren’t many star forwards playing above 220 pounds 
(which Slafkovsky will) either. In fact, last year, that group was basically 
only Alex Ovechkin, Vladimir Tarasenko, and Chris Kreider. Can he be 
one of the latter, since Ovechkin is in a class by himself? I think he’s got 
a real chance. But I just wasn’t able to wrap my head around him at No. 1 
on the back of his international showings (which were obviously stronger 
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than his body of work in Liiga) and knowing he’ll never be particularly 
fleet of foot at that size. 

Pronman: If we were talking about one tournament I get it, but it wasn’t 
just one tournament. Yes, his Olympics and IIHF World Championship 
were great, but his Hlinka Gretzky was dominant too. He was really 
impressive as a 16-year-old at last year’s world juniors and world 
championships. And even in the couple world juniors games this season, 
before it was canceled, he looked very impressive. Sometimes 
international performances can skew things too and you need to 
incorporate the full body of work, but in examples of cases like Brady 
Tkachuk, Tim Stützle, and Moritz Seider, the international tournaments 
can reflect things you’re not necessarily capturing with just their club 
play. We’re not talking about him playing just well internationally. They 
were exceptional performances, especially versus men, and that, I think, 
is persuasive enough to be in the No. 1 discussion. Especially in light of 
anyone else having an obviously elite season and toolkit combination. 

Wheeler: There’s certainly merit in his international resume, especially 
considering how varied it is already. It’s about as large an international 
sample as one player can have at his age. And I will say that one of his 
most impressive international performances for me was actually his 2021 
world juniors showing as a 16-year-old when he went pointless but was 
maybe Slovakia’s most dangerous player inside the offensive zone in 
that tournament. So all of it matters and certainly reinforces his case as 
top prospect in this class. I’m just not quite convinced of that same case 
at No. 1. I think there’s an outcome where Slafkovsky becomes the best 
player out of this draft class. I think that outcome likely requires each of a 
few other players not hitting their ceilings though. And the two other top 
forwards (Shane Wright and Logan Cooley) both also play premium 
positions. 

Cutter Gauthier 

Asano: Corey had Cutter Gauthier ranked at No. 6 on his list, but Scott, 
you had him further down at No. 18. You admitted in your analysis of 
Gauthier that you’re in the minority when it comes to your rating of him as 
a player. Why aren’t you convinced that he’s a top-10 prospect? 

Wheeler: More and more, it sounds like Gauthier is going to be one of the 
first forwards — if not the first— taken after the big three. And while I’d 
consider him in and around the top 10 if I were sitting at a draft table 
there, it’s that four-to-eight range that multiple teams now feel he belongs 
in where I’d be hesitant. Gauthier is an athletic, pro-built, fast, scoring 
forward whom staff at the program worked hard to mould into a modern 
power forward type. He just looks like an NHLer when you watch him 
play or bump into him off the ice. 

But he also played with Logan Cooley for most of this year. I think Cooley 
makes everyone on his line look good (Jimmy Snuggerud included). 
Gauthier’s statistical profile doesn’t scream star, and I think he’s better-
suited as a winger than a centre because of his trigger-happy style and 
strength along the wall. While he has become the kind of player every 
team covets, I think he’s likely going to be picked a little too high over 
players with more talent than him, and that’s a tricky game to play. I’d 
sooner swing on the creation games of Matt Savoie, Jonathan 
Lekkerimaki and Joakim Kemell where Gauthier is now going to be 
picked. 

Pronman: Players like Savoie, Kemell, and Lekkerimaki do have a little 
more pure offense in them, but when talking about what helps juniors 
translate to the NHL, which is speed and power, Gauthier has that over 
them in a major manner while not giving that much in terms of offense 
compared to those three. His shot is one of the best in the draft, he has 
good puck skills and can make plays. You combine that with a 6-foot-2 
1/2 frame, a good compete level, and NHL speed and he looks every bit 
like a future quality top-six NHL forward. He did play with Cooley for a 
while, but he also centered his own line for stretches of the season when 
Charlie Stramel was out and did so quite effectively. 

His production is a reasonable knock against him, it’s not elite, but he still 
scored at a high clip and against USHL players he scored 19 goals in 22 
games which is elite even if he only had nine assists in those games. 

It reminds me a little of Kreider (funny due to the Boston College 
connection) as a prospect who also didn’t post gaudy numbers but his 
tools and play on the ice screamed at you, with the mild exceptions that 
Kreider is an even better skater and I think Gauthier can play the middle. 

Wheeler: Interestingly enough, I think a big part of his selection will 
ultimately come down to the conversation we’re having here, which is 
really about comfort level taking a player whose production doesn’t pop 
like some of his peers in favor of the projectability of his game to the eye. 
I think ultimately I’d argue that if he were projectable as a top-five pick 
that it would show up in higher-end production. But I also felt going into 
this that Gauthier was the player on our list here who was going to be the 
least contentious and I won’t argue against him as one of the top forward 
prospects in this class. 

Asano: “I won’t argue”? Did I read that right? It sounds like you’re almost 
agreeing on something. This is like Homer Simpson correctly predicting 
that Bart’s Comet will burn up in the atmosphere, winding up “no bigger 
than a chihuahua’s head.” I’m scared. 

Lian Bichsel 

Asano: What about Lian Bichsel? Corey has him at No. 15, while Scott 
has him all the way down at No. 51. Scott, why are you so down on this 
towering Swiss defenseman? 

Wheeler: Bichsel has been a challenging player for me to come to grips 
with this year. It almost feels like excitement around him built late in the 
year while he … didn’t play (Bichsel missed most of the last couple of 
months of the year with a concussion). 

He’s another one of the very heaviest players in this draft (he’s even 
bigger than Slafkovsky) and while he moves well for his size and actually 
takes a great deal of pride in his ability to handle the puck and involve 
himself offensively, I’m not convinced that: A) He hasn’t been rushed up 
levels and will see his game with the puck suffer as a result and B) He 
isn’t another player whose physical makeup is overselling him. 

I understand why teams want to build the big, long, strong defences that 
have been successful for both the Blues and Lightning in recent years, 
but I think the pendulum has swung too far in that direction in the past 
and could be trending back that way a little too fast again. There’s value 
in players like Bichsel. But are you getting ahead of your competition if 
you’re taking them in the first round? I haven’t seen enough from Bichsel 
to go to bat for him. 

Pronman: Bichsel’s play elevated in the second half for me. He was 
injured on March 10 so he missed a month, but his SHL play in the 
second half caught the attention of a lot of scouts (there were often 
dozens of NHL scouts at his games late in the season mostly due to the 
fact that North American scouts couldn’t get to see him in the first half of 
the season). 

I think you look at some of the big, mobile, physical defensemen in the 
final four this season like K’Andre Miller for the Rangers, Erik Cernak for 
the Lightning or Darnell Nurse for Edmonton, and they all played big 
roles in their teams’ successes. I think Bichsel can be the next one of 
those and you see how valuable those kinds of players can be in the 
playoffs as long as they have basic NHL puck-moving ability. I thought 
Bichsel showed the latter in his J20 games and when he’s played versus 
his age group at the Hlinka Gretzky or at last year’s U18 worlds. His 
offense won’t be his calling card, but as long as he can make a first pass 
he can play tough defensive minutes effectively in the NHL and be a solid 
top-four defenseman. 

Wheeler: I was in the same spot on Miller in his draft year as I am on 
Bichsel as far as range. Both are players who were projected to go in the 
teens or 20s but I viewed more as second-rounders in the context of my 
board. Miller has certainly performed like a late first-rounder since, so I’m 
prepared for there to be a similar outcome here, too (though I think 
Miller’s skating was a cut above Bichsel’s). I don’t think anyone’s 
expecting Nurse’s level offensively (and Nurse was drafted seventh 
accordingly) out of Bichsel but I certainly see the Cernak comp, too. 
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I suppose I’d ask this, though: Do the Cernaks and the Millers bring more 
to the table than the young defenders who are breaking into the league 
with a much different look? A Samuel Girard, drafted 47th. An Adam Fox, 
drafted 66th. A Rasmus Sandin, drafted 29th. In some cases, the answer 
is yes. In others, it’s emphatically no. So should teams be swinging for 
the former group or the potential of the latter in the first round? If the 
choice is between taking Lian Bichsel in the teens so that he might 
become a Cernak or a Miller, or a Denton Mateychuk in the teens or 
even a Lane Hutson even lower for the chance that they might join that 
other up-and-coming group, I’d prioritize a Mateychuk or a Hutson (with a 
lesser-value pick, too). And I’m OK if a greater number of teams would 
go the other way. 

Asano: OK, let’s move on to a guy that Scott ranks much higher than 
Corey. 

Isaac Howard is a 5-foot-10 winger from the USNTDP. Scott describes 
him as short and stocky — “with a muscular build that makes him sturdy 
on his feet.” 

Corey, you have Howard much lower on your list — he’s No. 31 on your 
ranking but No. 10 on Scott’s. You see Howard as having among the 
best stick skills in this year’s draft class and project him as a top-nine 
winger, but why don’t you rate him as highly as Scott? 

Pronman: I think Howard is a very good player. The skill he has is 
fantastic and he has a strong track record of scoring. I have some 
concerns about how he’ll handle the NHL, though, as a smaller winger 
who is a good skater but isn’t a burner. I don’t mind his compete level, 
but it’s not amazing, nor is his speed. So what is his role in the league? It 
has to be as a scorer. If you have the elite skill/brain combo of a Lucas 
Raymond, that type of game can work for you, but I don’t think his stick 
or brain is at that level, particularly on the sense side — which is good 
but not as great as his individual skill. 

I think he plays. I think he will be on a second power-play unit, but if I had 
a high pick I would want to get more player there than a guy I think you’re 
realistically projecting as a one-way middle-six winger. If he doesn’t 
score, though, it’s hard to see him as a regular NHLer. 

Wheeler: This is one where I definitely disagree with your 
assessment/projection here. I think Howard’s a great skater (one of the 
better skaters in the draft, with impressive speed through his crossovers). 
I’m also really fond of his sense on the ice, especially offensively where 
there may not be a player in the draft who finds space off the puck to get 
open quite as well as he does. Add in improved work ethic (he was a 
hound on pucks in the second half) and a stocky, athletic build for his 
size (he’s really well-built), and combine all of that with his production 
and skill, and I see top-of-the-lineup, PP1 potential. I think his game and 
makeup check almost every box to the eye offensively and he’s definitely 
stronger than most other players his height. Plus we almost never see 
players as productive as he has been turn out to be anything but impact 
guys. I fully expect him to be one of college hockey’s top freshman 
producers next year. If he’s available into the 20s, I won’t be surprised if 
he becomes one of the best picks of the draft long term. 

Isaac Howard can't stop scoring! That's his FOURTH GOAL of the game 
🇺🇸 

Pronman: Yeah, I just don’t see that with the skating. I pulled up some 
shifts of his after you said that to look yet again at that element and I 
maintain he has good, not great, feet and I don’t see true pull-away 
speed for the NHL. In terms of similar production, there is a small part of 
me that worries he follows the Jeremy Bracco/Sonny Milano path who did 
produce at similar rates with the program, and who also were undersized 
wingers without great feet, although Milano did have his first really solid 
NHL season just this past year. An NHL scout friend of mine likes to say 
“You can’t bring those points with you” for high-scoring junior players who 
don’t have great speed and size. To an extent I think that applies here. I 
just can’t see Howard being that high-flying a scorer as an NHLer even 
though, as I said above, I do think he will play and score in the league. 
Only time will tell, though, on who is right in this regard. 

I do really like the player, but there are some limitations. There’s a 
reason when the chips were down in the gold medal game at the U18 
worlds, the wingers the coaches kept throwing over the boards were 
Gauthier, Rutger McGroarty and Snuggerud. Those are all guys who 
have a little to a lot more “pro” in their games for me than Howard in 
terms of either the pace and power they have in their games. 

David Goyette 

Asano: OK, I sense that we’re going to start to spill some blood here 
soon so let’s switch topics. We can debate one more player: David 
Goyette. Corey has him at No. 61; Scott has him at No. 20. 

Scott, you’ve said that Goyette is your favourite prospect in this year’s 
draft class. Why are you so high on him? And what do you think of 
Corey’s analysis that Goyette’s work ethic is “up and down”? 

Wheeler: As one rival OHL head coach put it to me in my forthcoming 
2022 draft survey — and as Sudbury staff certainly attest to also — 
Goyette “doesn’t stop no matter the score.” I actually think his feverish, 
go-get-it attitude became a bit of a hallmark of his game in the OHL this 
year, where he just willed big plays into existence with his effort level, 
speed, skill, and athleticism. And I would argue he not only wants to be in 
the fight/be the guy making things happen, but also that he has the tools 
required to be that guy. 

I think a couple of unremarkable performances at U18 worlds, where he 
was misused in a third-line role on a Team Canada that really could have 
used his skill and pace more prominently, have lingered with folks, 
overcasting a stellar second-half in the OHL where Goyette 
manufactured offence every single night. He’s one of the fastest players 
in the draft, he can make plays at speed with hands that keep up with his 
feet, and I’d stick my neck out for him having a big year next year. I’ve 
said it before, but I fully expect Goyette to have the kind of post-draft 
season that recent OHL stars Philip Tomasino and Connor McMichael 
had when they became 100-point guys as late first-round picks. If 
Goyette’s U18 worlds pushes him into the second round, there’s going to 
be a very happy NHL club on Day 2 who looks past it. 

Pronman: I would say that description of Goyette runs counter to a lot of 
NHL scouts I’ve talked to who watched him regularly, where they would 
describe him some nights in that glowing fashion as an impactful junior 
player and other nights would say you didn’t notice him at all. I think his 
U18 worlds was an example of that type of play, where he was benched 
in the medal round in favor of players who are bubble drafts due to some 
of the half-efforts he gave in that tournament. 

He has some legit tools. He has great hands and vision, and while I think 
he’s a good skater I wouldn’t characterize him as one of the fastest 
players in the draft. I like the player, he scored a lot this season, but as a 
barely 5-foot-11 forward who is probably a pro winger I’d like more 
consistent impact from him or for the toolkit to be that obvious to be a 
first-round pick. I wouldn’t say either were the case for me this season. 

Wheeler: That doesn’t square with what I’ve seen or any of the 
conversations I’ve had with scouts or folks in the OHL or Sudbury. 

The U18 worlds are one thing. Though I think the criticisms confuse a 
couple of nights where he wasn’t at his best with lack of effort, and I’d 
squarely place Team Canada’s struggles at this year’s tournament on the 
coaching staff’s questionable lineup construction and deployment before 
I’d place it on lacking performances from any of the kids. But as far as his 
play in the OHL is concerned, or even his play pre-dating it in Calgary at 
last summer’s U18 showcase with Hockey Canada, those criticisms just 
don’t hold true. 

And I think the skating is clearly high end in this draft. It has been his 
calling card all of his life (his top-five times in four different skating tests 
at the CHL Top Prospect Game’s combine, where he finished third in 
overall testing, speak to it as well). 

Here’s Wolves GM Rob Papineau on both of those points: “He’s one of 
those guys where you see him play a shift and he just jumps off the ice 
with his speed … His agility and his mobility (are) exceptional at a high 
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speed. In tight spaces, he can get out of them in a hurry. And that has 
really helped him playing against bigger guys in our league because he’ll 
get in, he’ll get pucks, and he’ll compete against anybody.” 

Pronman: Well, I’ve laid out my case, but only time will tell on who is right 
on all of these players. We can revisit it in five years! 
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The NHL and NFTs — Why the league has entered the digital collectible 
marketplace 

 

Sean Shapiro 

6-7 minutes 23/06/2022 

 

The NHL is officially in the non-fungible token (NFT) space. 

It’s a multi-year deal in partnership with the NHL Players’ Association and 
the NHL Alumni Association, which names Sweet as the official NFT 
Digital Collectibles Marketplace for the league starting with the 2022-23 
season. 

“I think it’s fair to say that this is one of the largest licensing deals we’ve 
done in league history,” said Dave Lehanski, the NHL’s executive vice 
president of business development and innovation. “So it is very 
lucrative. And we think that there’s also huge upside going forward.” 

So what does this mean? 

(As a quick refresher NFTs are stored on Blockchain technology, a digital 
ledger that tracks ownership. The NFT, often a piece of digital art, can be 
sold and exchanged, but ownership is protected by Blockchain 
technology.) 

Now the NFT space for the NHL is about to be better defined. A few 
individual teams sold NFTs this past season, but without player licensing, 
those NFTs couldn’t include the name or likeness of anyone on the 
roster. Individual players also auctioned off NFTs. Matthew Tkachuk was 
the first, but without NHL licensing those NFTs couldn’t include team 
logos colors, or any intellectual property owned by the NHL. His piece 
sold for $27,954 and the proceeds went to the Alberta Children’s Hospital 
and the St. Louis Children’s Hospital. 

This deal essentially merges the NFT market into one space for the NHL, 
creating a location where players and teams can coexist within the same 
NFT. 

When looking for a partner — and Lehanski said it talked to “50 to 70” 
different potential partners within the space — the league was looking for 
the creation of an NHL-specific marketplace when it came to NFTs. 

Once the platform is created, which still has yet to be named, it could 
have a similar feel to NBA Top Shot. There will be video highlights 
minted in NFT form as well as specialty packs. The platform is going to 
lean hard into the alumni association license, which will allow classic 
moments to be featured prominently. 

OK, so why now? 

One of the common questions and criticisms of the NHL’s handling of 
NFTs has been the delay to embrace the space. The NBA, National 
Basketball Players Association, and Dapper Labs started their joint 
venture into NBA Top Shot in July of 2019 and launched the platform in 
2020. 

The NHL slowplayed its involvement on purpose, according to Lehanski. 

“There’s so much like, ‘Hey, what took you so long?” Lehanski said. “I 
think that people who have that point of view are being short-sighted. I 
think they’re just thinking about, what’s happened literally today. And 
they’re not taking a longer-term view of the space and where it’s gonna 
go.” 

Lehanski said rushing would have limited the NHL in landing the ideal 
partnership, and there were “dozens of entities who believe the same 
thing and willing to invest for a long-term partnership.” 

So if this was a long-term play, what is the long-term vision for the NHL 
and NFTs? 

“We think that there is long-term viability,” Lehanski said. “So we’ve seen 
enough to know and to believe that there’s going to be a lot of value in 
NFT’s as consumer products, certainly with regard to digital collectibles. 
And then you start to think about everything else, right? Tickets as NFTs, 
avatars as NFTs for metaverse experiences. There is so many different 
formats it can take.” 

Lehanski also maintains this is an effort to build hockey fandom and use 
NFTs as an entry point to grow the sport. He also said finding a partner 
that would build the best possible products and collectibles for NHL fans 
was the most important thing. 

To be clear, this is just an NFT deal, not a cryptocurrency deal. That’s a 
more important point of emphasis today after the crypto market has taken 
a beating recently, even though the NHL is also looking into potential 
crypto deals as well, Lehanski said. 

“NFTs are so closely linked with crypto and we get so many questions on 
what’s going on with crypto,” Lehanski said. “To me it’s more about the 
blockchain. And blockchain is the underlying building and creating future 
opportunities across every industry … obviously, there’s been a lot of 
volatility in the crypto marketplace. There’s been a significant downturn 
as of late, but there is volatility in any market.” 

What about when the NFT market swings? 

“Of course there is going to be volatility, and there’s going to be wild 
swings in the supply and demand as we all get into this space at different 
times and do different things,” Lehanski said. “But again, if you had a 
long-term outlook and you’re building a strategy, and you took the time to 
build a strategy for a longer period of time, you’ll have the ability and will 
have had the ability to account for these things. And I think that’s what 
we were able to do.” 

Overall the NHL’s hope with the new NFT deal is that it’ll help accelerate 
and grow league revenues after a 2021-22 season that saw record 
revenues, according to NHL commissioner Gary Bettman. The NHLPA 
and NHL both have a keen interest in this, with growing revenues crucial 
to players paying back a $1 billion debt owed to owners after revenues 
were rocked by the COVID-19 pandemic during the 2019-20 and 2020-
21 seasons. 
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2001 Avalanche champs on the ’22 Avs: ‘I see Joe Sakic’s fingerprints all 
over this team’ 

 

Michael Russo, Peter Baugh 

10-12 minutes 23/06/2022 

 

DENVER — It has been 21 years since Bob Hartley coached the 
Colorado Avalanche to their second Stanley Cup behind a star-studded 
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roster that included Joe Sakic, Patrick Roy, Milan Hejduk, Ray Bourque, 
Rob Blake, Adam Foote, and one of the great leaders in the game, Chris 
Drury, who got an elevated role when Peter Forbserg ruptured his spleen 
in the conference semifinals. 

There was the young buck, Alex Tanguay, who scored two goals, 
including the series clincher, in Game 7 against the New Jersey Devils 
and a slew of great pros like Shjon Podein, Ville Nieminen, Stephane 
Yelle, Dave Reid, Dan Hinote, Eric Messier and Jon Klemm, among 
others. 

With the Avs on the brink of their third Cup, perhaps Friday night at 
home, Hartley reflected on 2001 as it compared to this juggernaut 2022 
Avalanche team that looks at the beginning stages of being a longtime 
thorn in the side for the other 31 NHL teams. 

“You talk about speed, you talk about composure, you talk about offense, 
you talk about commitment to the entire game and you’re talking about 
the Avalanche,” Hartley said during a phone interview with The Athletic 
on Thursday. “This team is built the way that Joe Sakic played. Two 
hundred feet of hockey, well-balanced, up and down the lineup. 

“Joe was always a player that never got too low, never got too high. The 
nickname of ‘Ordinary Joe’ was perfect because he was down to his 
business every day with a smile. Simple, simple guy doing a great job. 
You look at this team, I see Joe Sakic’s fingerprints all over this team.” 

What impresses Hartley the most is that Sakic, the Avs’ general 
manager, and Jared Bednar, their sixth-year coach, were young when 
they took over, grew together and showed impressive patience with the 
core of the team, namely Nathan MacKinnon, Gabriel Landeskog and 
Mikko Rantanen. 

“They never panicked,” Hartley said. “They went with them and today 
those guys are the face of the franchise.” 

Beyond the goaltending — because there’s no way of replicating the Hall 
of Famer in Roy — Reid and Podein, two tremendous role players on 
that 2001 team, see vast similarities between the 2001 and 2022 
versions of the Avs. 

“We had (Bourque). We traded for Blake at the trade deadline and Adam 
Foote was already there,” Reid said. “Cale Makar is younger than those 
guys, but he’s comparable to any one of those three. Probably at the end 
of the day will be better than any of those three, and two of those guys 
are in the Hall of Fame. 

“Then you’ve got Devon Toews, who’s kind of a hidden gem. I think 
everybody’s realizing how good this young guy really is. You can put him 
as a top-two defenseman on any team and a lot of teams he’ll be No. 1, 
easy. We brought in Blake, they bring in (Josh) Manson. I’m not making a 
comparison to a Hall of Famer with Josh Manson. But it’s a similar style. 
Josh can play any way like Blake could do. If you want him to play 
physical, he can. You want him to play skill, he can. And whatever way 
you want him to do, power play, penalty kill, he can be there and 
contribute in a huge way.” 

Similarly, Reid said up front the 2022 Avs can play any way, any style, 
just like the 2001 team, and have similar complements up and down the 
lineup. 

“We had a little bit of everything, from experience, we had size, more size 
on the back end of our group than the front end compared to this team,” 
Reid said. “But our front end carried us. Our skill guys carried us. They 
play with a ferociousness of the game. Not a physical ferociousness. 
Their ferociousness is in everything they do, whether it’s loose puck 
battles, whether it’s forecheck, whether it’s backcheck, blocking shots. 
We always had the high intensity, but they’re at another level than 
everybody else in the league with that ferocious play.” 

Podein, who often played with Yelle, Messier or Reid, is blown away by 
this version of the Avs. 

“I just got to say the word, ‘Wow,’” Podein said. “The speed of these 
young men, there’s just no room out there. There’s no air to breathe 

when you get that puck. Joseph (Sakic) has done just an amazing job 
building that team to what it is today. 

“I don’t know the team personally now, but we had a very, very tight team 
that was very committed to each other. By just watching from the outside 
in, it seems like the organization right now has that same feel.” 

With the Avalanche on the brink of their first championship since 2001, 
The Athletic surveyed members of that Stanley Cup team, asking about 
the similarities they see with this one and their experiences watching. 

Editor’s note: Some quotes have been slightly altered for clarity and 
length.  

Joe Sakic, captain and forward 

“Twenty one years ago. Long time. I think just depth. We had a lot of 
depth, star players and a deep lineup, guys who played their role and 
knew their role, accepted their role. On the back end, in my mind this 
year’s D-core is probably the best D-core since that D-core. A lot of 
similarities in that way. And just the way we play: I think that year we 
were really focused from losing two-straight Game 7 conference finals 
and had a mission from the start to try and get home-ice advantage. It 
was similar with this group from last year.” 

Ray Bourque, defenseman  

“They’ve been a very talented team for a solid four years. Going into the 
year they’ve been looked at as a Cup contender. For them they never 
were able to get through that second round, and the same happened with 
Colorado (in the late 1990s, early 2000s). They get there the first year (in 
1996) and they win, and then they have this talented team that gets to a 
conference finals but has a hard time getting to the final chapter up until 
2001.” 

Adam Foote, defenseman  

Foote has a family tie to the series. His son Cal is a defenseman on the 
Lightning. 

“We had Patrick Roy. I think their goalie here, Darcy Kuemper, is 
probably ready to win a Cup. He’s good enough. But if you don’t win they 
don’t know. For defensemen, Cale Makar is special, but Ray Bourque 
was special, Rob Blake was special. They have Nathan MacKinnon, but 
we had Peter Forsberg, Sakic. They’ve got the starpower here like we 
did.” 

Alex Tanguay, forward 

“I think like our team in 2001, they had their failure in the playoffs the 
previous years with a team they felt could win. The determination and 
focus they have shown has been incredible, just like our “Mission 16W” 
hats Ray Bourque brought for us on the first day of the playoffs to keep 
us focused. Let’s see if it’s enough to beat the two-time champs.” 

Bryan Trottier, assistant coach 

“They’re looking great. Hungry. … Games have been great 
entertainment.” 

Ville Nieminen, forward  

“They play modern hockey, and I think we played modern hockey too. 
Lots of similarities because of the leadership, will, modern hockey, very 
well-coached tactically, atmosphere. But at the same time, it’s 20 years 
ago, it’s totally different. … We had Pierre Lacroix. Now it’s Joe’s time, 
and you can see Joe’s character.” 

Dave Reid, forward 

“I think (the teams are) very similar. … We had guys who could move the 
puck. We had high-end skill players, and our bottom three were all skill 
players who could move the puck, make that first pass, jump in the play 
when needed, get in the offense when needed but were responsible 
defensively. That’s why we were successful, because everybody was 
responsible defensively and could move the puck.” 
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Shjon Podein, forward 

“The physicality of the game is much different than it was five, 10, 20 
years ago. The speed of Colorado allows them to get the opportunity to 
be extremely physical, finishing their checks, being in your face, stick on 
puck, little things like that. I think you just see it, night in and night out. I 
don’t know how else to put it. They’re just … it’s like if you have a bruise 
on your arm. If someone pokes it, first time, it’s annoying. Second time, 
third, 10th, 20th, hundred. Pretty soon, you’re like, “Get the F off me.” I 
think that’s what Colorado is just doing right now.” 

Milan Hejduk, forward 

“I definitely see some similarities with the 2001 Stanley Cup team. 
Doesn’t have to be the top guys carrying the load every night but depth 
guys scoring some huge, timely goals throughout the playoffs. … In my 
opinion this year’s team could be better than the 2001 team. But they 
have to take it to the finish line.” 

With the Avs one win away from winning the Stanley Cup and ending the 
Lightning’s dream of three-peating, Reid doesn’t see any way now that 
the Avalanche will be denied. 

He reflected back to MacKinnon’s disappointment when the Avs were 
defeated last postseason in the second round to the Vegas Golden 
Knights. 

“You could tell that that guy is not going to be denied of getting back to 
that level and achieving great things,” Reid said. “And just the way he’s 
played this year and the rest of the team follows, everybody seems to 
have that gallop when Nate’s going. They don’t give you any time in your 
zone. And they don’t stop. 

“I don’t think they’re worried about how the other team plays to be honest 
with you: ‘This is how we play, and you can keep up. And if you can keep 
up, good for you. But if you can’t keep up, we’re not going to let up.’ It’s 
impressive. Very, very impressive.” 

Hartley thinks the series is “done.” 

“The emotion of (Ball Arena), I remember game 7 at Pepsi Center, 2001, 
just the vibe around the city. I know that Tampa Bay will show up. I know 
that Tampa Bay will be ready. 

“But, the Avalanche, I think that they’re the new kids on the block now. I 
would like to see the Avalanche win in Colorado for the players, for the 
organization, for the fans. It’s such a great sports city that it would be fun. 

“For myself, I grew up as a young pro coach in this organization, whether 
it was in the American League, the NHL, so from far, it’s kind of my 
favorite team. So I’m rooting for them. There’s the hockey fan in me, but 
also just watching the Avalanche in these playoffs, they bring back great 
memories to myself.” 
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NHL Draft Guide 2022: Prospect rankings, mock drafts and more 

 

Scott Wheeler, Corey Pronman 

4-5 minutes 23/06/2022 

 

The Montreal Canadiens have the No. 1 pick in the 2022 NHL Draft, 
which is scheduled for July 7-8. 

The Athletic’s staff, led by the endless research of prospects writers 
Corey Pronman and Scott Wheeler, will provide insight, including an in-

depth look at the top draft-eligible prospects and the impact these players 
could have on an NHL team. 

This page will continue to update through the conclusion of the draft. 

The top prospects 

Corey Pronman’s most recent ranking 

Corey Pronman ranks the top 127 draft-eligible players in the 2022 NHL 
Draft. 

Scott Wheeler’s final ranking 

Scott Wheeler’s final ranking for this year’s draft class is made up of 68 
forwards, 32 defencemen and zero goalies. 

NHL Draft Confidential: What scouts and executives think about the No. 
1 pick and more 

Who should go No. 1? How high can Cutter Gauthier go? What Corey 
Pronman is hearing about the top prospects ahead of the draft. 

Pronman vs. Wheeler: Debating the top prospects in the 2022 NHL Draft 

Corey Pronman and Scott Wheeler debate Juraj Slafkovsky, Cutter 
Gauthier and other top prospects they disagree about in this year’s draft. 

Wheeler: 10 NHL Draft prospects of interest who missed my top-100 
ranking 

Players who didn’t make Scott Wheeler’s final draft ranking but who have 
interesting skills that make them stand out. 

Best skaters? Top shots? Corey Pronman ranks the 2022 draft-eligibles 
by skill 

Which prospects are the best skaters, have the best puck skills, hockey 
sense, shot, and are the most physically dominant? 

Which NHL Draft prospects have the most upside? Pronman ranks the 
top 31 

Corey Pronman ranks this year’s draft-eligible players based solely on 
their tools. 

Mock Drafts 

Staff Mock 2.0 (June 22) 

Dueling two-round mock draft: Corey Pronman and an NHL source 
predict the 2022 NHL Draft (June 20) 

Scott Wheeler’s Mock Draft (June 13) 

Corey Pronman’s Mock Draft 2.0: First-round picks, analysis (June 7) 

Corey Pronman’s Mock Draft 1.0: The entire first round (May 17) 

Staff Mock: Lottery picks (May 10) 

Scouting reports 

Shane Wright: The makings of the likely No. 1 pick | What makes Shane 
Wright special 

Juraj Slafkovsky: Slakvosky vs. Wright and the decision for the No. 1 pick 

Logan Cooley 

From local star to national team-leading scorer to top NHL Draft 
prospect, Cooley’s left the same humble impression everywhere he’s 
gone. 

Conor Geekie 

On the origina story of a 6-foot-3, 196-pound centre. 

Matthew Savoie 

Frank Nazar 
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Kevin Korchinski 

Why Korchinski’s upside might be “unparalleled” in this year’s draft 

Rutger McGroarty 

Meet Rutger McGroarty, the Nebraska kid making history on his way to 
the draft 

Isaac Howard 

Howard has proven he’s not just a first-rounder, he’s one of the very best 
players in the 2022 NHL Draft class. 

David Goyette 

How Goyette has emerged as a bonafide star and a potential first-round 
pick. 

Tristan Luneau 

Luneau’s season began with a knee procedure but ended with him 
averaging a team-high 25:33 and posting six points in seven playoff 
games. 

Danny Zhilkin 

Why Zhilkin could be taken in the first two rounds. 

Lane Hutson 

Lane Hutson might be small in stature, but his game could translate well 
to the NHL. 

Mats Lindgren 

What makes Mats Lindgren Jr. different than most other players is his 
hockey journey and where it’s taken him. 

Vinzenz Rohrer 

No one in the 2022 NHL Draft class has travelled a road to Montreal 
quite like that of “fearless” centre Vinzenz Rohrer. 

Nicholas Moldenhauer 

Sidelined with illness and injury for much of his draft year, Moldenhauer 
is embarking on the biggest week of his life at the U18 Worlds. 

Scott Wheeler explains how he dissects the game and its players in order 
to put together his draft rankings. 
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ESPN / 2022 Stanley Cup Final - The biggest lingering questions for 
Avalanche-Lightning after four games 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

18-22 minutes 

 

TAMPA, Fla. -- The Stanley Cup Final hits differently when hockey's Holy 
Grail is in the building. 

After four games, the Colorado Avalanche lead the Tampa Bay Lightning, 
3-1. The Stanley Cup will be in the house in Denver on Friday night with 
its white-gloved handlers. 

"They're a team that's looking to become a dynasty. We're a team that's 
looking to start a legacy," Avalanche defenseman Cale Makar said. 

Here are six questions about the rest of the Stanley Cup Final, from how 
the Lightning could rally to who the playoff MVP could be if the series 
closes out this week. 

Can the Avalanche close this out in five? 

On Daily Wager before the series, I noted that the Avalanche winning in 
five games had the lowest odds of any scenario at the sportsbooks. This 
struck me as curious, as the Lightning were the picks of many pundits. 

As the saying goes: Follow the money. 

But bringing a team to the brink of elimination is different from eliminating 
it. No disrespect to the teams that the Avalanche swept, but the Tampa 
Bay Lightning are not the Nashville Predators minus Juuse Saros, nor 
are they the Edmonton Oilers minus one of Leon Draisaitl's functioning 
legs. Closing out the back-to-back Stanley Cup champions will be 
difficult. 

What the Lightning hope is that the immensity of the moment makes it 
even more difficult for Colorado. 

"Obviously, they're probably preaching 'They've never been here, they're 
going to be tight,' and that's fair. But we'll be ready to go," Avalanche star 
Nathan MacKinnon said. 

He's right. Steven Stamkos: "The feeling sucks now obviously, but the 
series wasn't won tonight. We know what it feels like to be in their shoes, 
to have a chance, obviously, to win at home. It's not an easy thing to do. 
It's a pretty nerve-wracking day." 

That it is. Game 5. Series on the line on home ice. An opponent on the 
ropes. 

If this sounds familiar, it's because the Avalanche were just here in the 
second round against the St. Louis Blues and they blew it, losing 5-4 in 
overtime. They ended up flying back to St. Louis and winning Game 6 on 
a goal by Darren Helm in the final seconds. 

The Avalanche haven't faced much in the way of adversity in this 
postseason. They did against the Blues in that spot. Erik Johnson said 
before the Stanley Cup Final that they don't intend to self-inflict adversity 
again. 

"That was a heartbreaker in Game 5 against St. Louis," Johnson said. 
"We were up and they came back. We didn't feel too good about that 
one. I think in the past we'd be a little rattled from that. But we went into 
St. Louis and won Game 6. 

"Mentally, we've come a long way from where we've been. Sometimes 
you have to learn from those losses and those defeats. For us, it's been 
about staying on the gas and not being content." 

How will the Lightning process their anger? 

The Lightning were on the wrong end of a missed call on Nazem Kadri's 
winning goal in Game 4. We knew it the moment the NHL was compelled 
to put out a statement that said the Hockey Operations department 
confirmed with all four on-ice officials that they didn't see a violation, and 
that it's a non-reviewable judgment call. 

We knew it when we saw the clip after the game: 

I had someone who saw the play in the arena tell me that "Kadri hits the 
ice with MacKinnon more than 40 feet away from the bench" and that 
"Kadri changes for literally no one." This clip certainly supports that. 

The Lightning, to a man, don't get angry. "You don't want to let frustration 
seep into the room," Nick Paul told me after Game 2. 

It's something their opponents have noticed, too. "This is a 
championship-caliber team, and I don't think they get frustrated," 
Colorado defenseman Josh Manson said. "I think they're patient. And 
they'll adjust and they kind of let things go. I think that's what's made 
them so successful." 
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Yet if there was ever a moment to embrace their inner Sith and let anger 
fuel their power, it would be now. It would be knowing that Game 4 ended 
on a missed call that could have delivered them an overtime power play. 

(Not that they would have done anything with it, having failed on 13 of 14 
opportunities against Colorado, but it would have been fun to try.) 

The moment Lightning coach Jon Cooper walked out of his news 
conference after one question, quietly seething about the forces of the 
NHL -- from the salary cap to the blown call -- as obstacles for his team, I 
thought two things: that it was a chance to change the postgame 
narrative, and that his legitimate fury could light a fuse for his players 
after the emotional letdown of Game 4. 

It's not even close. 

Will special teams decide the Stanley Cup? 

Two games in this series were absolute laughers. The other two were 
overtime thrillers, as one goal either way could have swung the series. 
The Avalanche won both of those overtime games. One of the primary 
reasons they went to the extra session? Special teams. 

There isn't a more lopsided advantage in the Stanley Cup Final than the 
one that Colorado has on special teams. After Game 4, Colorado is now 
6-for-13 with the man advantage, having scored at least once in every 
game. 

"The power play has been a key difference for us getting timely goals and 
keeping us in games, and guys, when they are out there snapping it 
around like that, they feel confident and they feel confident in their 
game," Avs forward Andrew Cogliano said. 

It could be argued that their power play changed the course of Game 4: 
The puck bounced off MacKinnon's skate for a goal that tied the game 1-
1. The Lightning had a first-period power play with a chance to build a 
two-goal lead and go for an early knockout. They failed. They had 
another power play after MacKinnon's goal to retake the lead. They also 
failed. They've failed on 13 of 14 opportunities in this series against the 
Colorado penalty kill. 

The goal differential in the series is five. The goal differential on special 
teams is six, including a Cale Makar short-handed goal. Do the math. 

"It's easy to point to that now," defenseman Victor Hedman said. "They 
scored a bunch of power-play goals. We want to keep it 5-on-5; that's 
where we're our best. Our power play is struggling, not scoring goals, but 
I feel we're creating momentum." 

Moral victories don't count on the scoreboard. Power-play goals do. Like 
the 10 goals that the Lightning have given up on home ice during this 
playoff run on the penalty kill (66.7%). That's not getting it done. That 
might cost them the Cup. 

Is Nazem Kadri one of the playoffs' greatest redemption arcs ever? 

"This is what I've been waiting for my whole life pretty much." 

That was Kadri after Game 4, talking about playing in the Stanley Cup 
Final for the first time in his 13-year NHL career. The same words could 
apply to his winning overtime goal to move the Avalanche one win from 
the Cup, as he returned from thumb surgery to contribute to his team. 

The same words could apply to Kadri being an asset rather than a liability 
this postseason. 

When I interviewed Kadri back in January, I could tell he was trying to be 
a different guy. He was tired of being the guy who was suspended six 
times, including three times in Stanley Cup playoff series. It cost him 
games in playoff series losses to the Boston Bruins in 2018 and 2019 
with the Toronto Maple Leafs. It cost him last postseason with the 
Avalanche, when he was banned for eight games for hitting Justin Faulk 
in the head. 

"I think I've grown from that part of my life. I've grown as a player and a 
person," he told me. 

To watch him in the playoffs is to see someone backing up his words. He 
has 15 points in 14 games, including two winning goals. He has just six 
penalty minutes. He didn't earn any on that infamous play where he went 
to the net hard, collided with Blues goalie Jordan Binnington, put him out 
of the series with an injury and compelled Binnington to throw a water 
bottle at Kadri after the game. 

Think about where Kadri was after Game 4, getting mobbed by his 
teammates after scoring an overtime goal in the Stanley Cup Final. Now 
think about where he was on May 24, scoring a hat trick against the 
Blues after being the subject of racist threats over social media, to the 
point where there was increased police presence both at the Avalanche's 
team hotel in St. Louis and around the players' entrance to the ice. 
Remember what he said after that game? 

"For those that hate, that one's for them." 

That belongs on a banner at the Stanley Cup parade. Assuming there is 
one. 

So is this over? 

The Lightning hit all the familiar defiant notes after Game 4. 

"There's nothing to lose now," Stamkos said. "We've got to go out and 
have the game of our season next game. We know it's going to be 
difficult. We know they're a heck of a team over there. But we're not 
going to quit. We've gone too far. Guys have sacrificed so much to get to 
this position." 

But a few of the Lightning players acknowledged that fatigue was a factor 
when the game flipped to overtime. They've played 21 playoff games this 
year, and are on their third straight four-round postseason. The 
Avalanche have played 18 games but had an eight-day layoff before 
facing the Lightning for the Cup. They tilted the ice as the game went on, 
reducing the Lightning to a counterpunch team again. The Avalanche 
were a plus-10 in shot attempts and a plus-6 in scoring chances in 
overtime. 

Now they go back to Denver, where the Avalanche skated them out of 
the building for two games. Back to where coach Jared Bednar can roll 
out the MacKinnon line to crater the Stamkos line. Back to where the 
Lightning didn't look like the Lightning. 

"The mindset is to just win one game; we don't care what happened 
before," Stamkos said. "There's no point in reliving those games. They're 
done and over with, we got to go win one game. That's our mindset." 

I appreciate the mindset. But I'd be surprised if we're back in Tampa this 
weekend. 

If it's over, who wins the Conn Smythe? 

Don't tell MacKinnon he ended a scoring drought in Game 4. "What 
drought? I had a drought? Three games is a drought?" he said. 

When you score with the frequency of Nathan MacKinnon, yeah, it is. He 
has 21 points in 18 games, including 12 goals. He's not the leading 
scorer on the Avalanche. That would be Cale Makar, with 27 points in 18 
playoff games -- as a defenseman. 

I'm not a Conn Smythe voter this year, but if I had to rank the candidates 
now, they would be: 

1. Makar 

2. MacKinnon 

3. Andrei Vasilevskiy 

I think Vasy has been more valuable than Nikita Kucherov or Steven 
Stamkos, who are the other Lightning possibilities. As for the M&M boys, 
Makar's record-setting offense combined with his valiant shutdown role 
against Connor McDavid was extraordinary. 

Is MacKinnon the soul of this team? Yes. Did Makar do more all around 
for them? I think so. 
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Are they both going to be drinking from the Cup this week? Probably. 

Jersey Foul of the week 

From the Stanley Cup Final, truly one of the most baffling Jersey Fouls of 
the season: 

That is a Patrick Roy Colorado Avalanche sweater mashed up with an 
Andrei Vasilevskiy Tampa Bay Lightning sweater into a No. 38 
"Royvskiy" FrankenJersey. We have ... questions. 

Was this an attempt to honor two of the NHL's greatest postseason 
goalies? Did they purchase it before the Stanley Cup Final? If they 
purchased it after the matchup was set, was it meant to bridge the gap of 
animosity against opponents? This was taken in Denver so we'll assume 
this person is an Avs fan -- what happens to the jersey if the Lightning 
win? Does it organically rip into two separate halves again? 

The Conn Smythe of preposterous playoff Fouls. 

Vote of the week 

I'm proud to say that the final NHL Awards Watch correctly forecasted all 
the winners, including Avalanche defenseman Cale Makar winning the 
Norris Trophy -- although no one could have predicted how narrow that 
margin of victory would end up being. 

The final margin was 25 points in the voting. It was the slimmest margin 
since P.K. Subban won the Norris in 2013 over Ryan Suter by a margin 
of 36 points. It was close, but not exactly razor-thin: Please recall Nicklas 
Lidstrom edging Shea Weber for the Norris by nine points in 2011. (Geez 
Nick, you could have a spread the wealth a little, trophy hog.) The Makar-
Josi thing only felt so close because Josi (98) had more first-place votes 
than Makar (92). 

I thought Fox was awesome this season, but there was no way he was 
getting back-to-back Norris wins. He ended up fifth in the actual voting 
and McAvoy ended up fourth. Charlie Mac received one first-place vote. I 
don't think he quite had the offensive chops as the players ahead of him. 

I told all the Nashville fans in my mentions that I would explain Makar and 
Hedman being ahead of Josi, despite the Predators defenseman having 
an absurd 96 points in 80 games. Let's start with the trophy's criteria: "To 
the defense player who demonstrates throughout the season the greatest 
all-round ability in the position." Let's continue with the operative phrase 
"all-round." 

Josi's even-strength defensive metrics this season were frankly 
underwhelming for an elite defenseman. He was the worst defenseman 
on the Predators in even-strength defensive expected goals above 
average, per Evolving Hockey (minus-1.3). Makar was second on the 
Avs (5.2) and Hedman was third on the Lightning (3.8), both very much 
on the positive side of that metric. 

Let's dive a little deeper. Top Down Hockey had Josi in the 24th 
percentile among defensemen at even-strength effectiveness. Makar was 
in the 95th percentile while Hedman was in the 71st percentile. 

Both drew tougher defensive assignments than Josi. Both played on the 
penalty kill with regularity while Josi played 0:43 on average per game on 
the penalty kill. You don't always want to penalize players for the coach's 
usage of them. For example, I voted Matthew Tkachuk fifth for the Selke 
Trophy despite him not being used on the penalty kill. But John Hynes' 
decision to conserve Josi's energy by keeping him off the kill -- where he 
averaged 2:07 per game from 2014-15 through 2020-21 -- and putting 
him in offensively advantageous situations against opponents impacted 
his Norris case. Although it's also probably the reason he was sixth for 
the Hart. 

In the end, a 0.08 points-per-game gap between Josi and Makar wasn't 
wide enough to put him over a D-man that had the better "all-round" 
season. 

Hail Makar, but great job, Josi. 

Winners and losers of the week 

Winner: Auston Matthews 

The Maple Leafs star was named MVP by the writers, the most 
outstanding player by the players and the NHL Award winner most likely 
to undo shirt buttons to combat Floridian humidity. 

Loser: MVP goalies 

I gave serious consideration to Igor Shesterkin in the Hart Trophy vote. 
He was the reason why the Rangers made the playoffs, let alone earned 
110 points. My issue was his slight down-tick in the last quarter of the 
season and the fact he played only 56 games. Those are reasonable 
critiques. Less reasonable: "Goalies have their own award!" and "You 
could vote a goalie MVP every year then!" I heard both of these from 
voters, by the way. 

Winner: Paul Maurice 

Maurice stepped down as the Winnipeg Jets coach during the season, 
clearly burnt out and sensing there wasn't any more he could squeeze 
out of them. So now he takes over the Florida Panthers, a much different 
climate (from temps to media), and takes over the defending President's 
Trophy winners, whose bar is set at "advance past the second round." 
Slam that upgrade button, dude. 

Loser: New faces 

Let's welcome the fresh faces that have earned head-coaching jobs this 
offseason: Paul Maurice (1,685 regular-season NHL games), John 
Tortorella (1,383), Peter DeBoer (1,015) and Bruce Cassidy (509 
games)! Up next, a newbie named Barry Trotz who is seeking an NHL 
head-coaching gig for a 24th season. 

Winner: Loudness 

The Stanley Cup Final isn't just blessed with two great conference 
champions with a galaxy of stars. It's blessed with two incredible arena 
experiences. From the "All The Small Things" singalongs in Denver to 
the sheer volume of the Bolts fans in Tampa who are anything but 
content with two straight Cups, they've elevated an already epic final 
round. Especially when you consider both of these teams were playing 
inside empty buildings in summer 2020. You don't know what you got 'til 
it's back. 

Loser: Sweetness 

The Panthers are removing "Sweetness" by Jimmy Eat World as the 
team's goal song for the 2022-23 season. The band was listening 
("WHOA-OH-OH-OHOHOH!") and handed the Panthers another 
postseason defeat. 

Puck headlines 

    Congrats to Meghan Hunter, who has been promoted to assistant GM 
of the Chicago Blackhawks, becoming the fourth female assistant GM in 
NHL history. 

    Ohio State University social science researcher Michael Betz has a 
new study that examines hockey fighting. His conclusion? "I find no 
quantifiable evidence that fighting serves as a deterrent to undesirable 
violent behaviors in the NHL." 

    In another study, it was found that more experience with body 
checking does not protect young ice hockey players against injuries such 
as concussions. "In a prospective cohort study of more than 900 young 
hockey players, the rates of all injury were almost three times as high 
among athletes with three or more years of experience of body checking, 
compared with players with two or fewer years of experience." 

    Hockey Canada's government funding has been frozen over its 
response to an alleged sexual assault and subsequent out-of-court 
settlement. 

    Corey Pronman's latest mock draft: Are we locked into Shane Wright, 
Juraj Slafkovsky and Logan Cooley as the top three, and in that order? 
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    A fan has been banned from Avalanche events at Ball Arena after 
spreading his friend's ashes on the ice at a game this season. "We had 
him in a little baggie. We got Kyle over the glass and onto the ice. An 
usher had come up to me and was like, 'Hey dude, what was that?' and I 
said, 'Well, to be honest with you, that was my best friend Kyle. He died.'" 
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Sportsnet.ca / Lightning’s Cooper has no choice but to change tune on 
missed call 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox 

June 23, 2022, 6:09 PM 

 

DENVER – Jon Cooper smartly stepped off his grandstand Thursday. 

Not only had the emotions of a difficult blown-lead overtime loss cooled, 
but the former lawyer is savvy enough to know there is no use 
belabouring “an unfortunate non-call,” as he put it, ahead of his team’s 
most important game of the season. 

The Tampa Bay Lightning coach’s cliff-hanger postgame presser had 
served its purpose. 

He vented without explicitly ripping the referees or the league that 
governs them. He sucked some attention away from a pretty darn poetic 
Nazem Kadri playoff moment. And he got reporters and analysts calling 
sources, rewinding multiple angles and squinting at freeze frames 
instead of breaking down what was a dominant fourth period by the 
better side in the 2022 Stanley Cup Final. 

Did game-winning goal-scorer Kadri jump the gun and hop on the ice well 
before his man, Nathan MacKinnon, got within the requisite five feet? 
Yep. 

Did the four on-ice officials either miss it or let it slide, like so many 
infractions in that same game? Yep. 

Does Cooper — whose club is getting crushed on special teams — truly 
want the rulebook called to the letter every night? Hmmm… 

Do fans want video reviews for line changes and icings and, heck, why 
not proper face-off etiquette while we’re at it? A zillion times no. 

“The reason there's a rule is if you gain a significant advantage, and 
that's probably what happened there. But that happens, like, all the time 
in line changes. It's an inexact science. But the purpose of the rule is not 
to gain an advantage. So, it's too bad,” Cooper told reporters at the 
Tampa airport, before flying west. 

Neither Cooper, the home fans, nor the two networks broadcasting the 
game caught the oversight in real time. 

'It's water under the bridge now': Cooper focused on Game 5 of Stanley 
Cup Final 

Avalanche coach Jared Bednar has no time for these reindeer games. 

Hockey, Bednar reminds, is a fluid game of good and bad bounces, best 
played at rhythm. 

No one seriously wants to Pandora’s box the line change. Not even 
Cooper. 

“Tampa’s got two guys jumping on with their D coming off the ice from a 
zone away. I count 7-6 at one point. So, that is what it is. That’s the way 

the game is played. I don’t see it as a break or a non-break. I actually see 
it as nothing,” Bednar said. 

“I thought they called it fine. I’m sure each coach can go through it and 
say, ‘That’s a penalty, that’s a penalty.’ But that’s the way it goes. They’re 
letting us play. O.C. [Logan O’Connor] breaks in all alone on [Victor] 
Hedman in overtime and he gets a stick in on his hands. 

'I thought it was nothing': Bednar reacts to Lightning's too many men 
complaint 

 “It is what it is, man. You’ve got to fight through it. It’s playoff hockey. 
Stanley Cup Finals. You’re expected as players to fight through a certain 
amount of stuff, because it’s the most competitive time of the year. The 
refs aren’t going to call the ticky-tack stuff that puts teams down and 
gives the other team an advantage. They’re going to let the players settle 
the game. That’s the way it should be.” 

Tampa’s players aren’t making excuses either. What’s the point? 

“It probably happens more times than we think,” said Ryan McDonagh, 
who’s appeared in more playoff games than any active NHLer. 
“Obviously, it's heightened there with the result and the outcome. 

“And you ask players, we're looking for every inch to get an advantage 
and try and jump in the play when you know your change is coming. It's 
impossible to say what's the right decision there. It's so fast.” 

So fast, it wasn’t until after the coach stepped off the ice that he was 
shown the length of Kadri’s false start on video and got heated. 

 “I apologize for last night because that's what you get when you have to 
speak to the media right away,” Cooper said. 

“What's great about today is that it's not yesterday. And now I got some 
excitement for Game 5, and that's where my mind's turning, on how to 
win that. Not [anything] we can do to turn back. They missed it. It's 
unfortunate, but it's water under the bridge now. Let's go get ready. It 
should be a hell of a Game 5.” 

Indeed, it will be. Provided an injury-ravaged Tampa squad can execute 
its identity the way it did in Game 3 and the first half of Game 4. 

“Did they get the better of us in overtime? There's no question they did. 
But this is a game of breaks, and oftentimes you make them and 
sometimes you get them. And Colorado's up 3-1 in this series because 
they've made a lot of breaks,” Cooper conceded. 

“Listen, this is the king of getting them. Like, I've gotten them on teams 
I've had when we've won or had leads in games or won championships 
— you get those. But what comes around goes around. Eventually we'll 
make ours, and we'll get ours and stuff like that. But it's just the way the 
game is, and you can't pout about it.” 

Not anymore. 

Stamkos tries reversing the pressure 

Steven Stamkos is a clever man. 

Even though all the pressure is on the Lightning — suddenly facing three 
(if they’re lucky) consecutive must-win games, two in the toughest of road 
barns — the captain tried to shift some of that uneasy expectation onto 
the Avalanche. 

“We know what it feels like to be in their shoes, to have a chance to win 
at home. Not an easy thing to do. Pretty nerve-wracking day,” Stamkos 
said. 

“For us, we go in, our backs against the wall, we’ve done it more in these 
playoffs, and we’ll have to do it again. We can’t sit here and feel sorry for 
ourselves. It’s a hard-fought game. Guys are sacrificing a lot right now in 
terms of their bodies. It stings right now, but we got to go there and win a 
hockey game and bring it back [to Tampa].” 

One-Timers: Cooper had no updates on the health of defenceman Erik 
Cernak, who did not finish Game 4; Anthony Cirelli, who left the game 
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with an injury but did return; or Brayden Point (day-to-day with a lower-
body injury)…. Tell us how you really feel, Pat Maroon: “We have to go 
win a f------ game right now. Sorry about my French.”… Tampa’s power-
play, so dangerous in its Cup runs, has literally been a non-factor through 
four games. At 5-on-4, the Lightning have scored one goal and allowed 
one goal. “I thought we had some decent looks,” Stamkos said. “Just not 
really in the rhythm right now, so we’ll have to make some adjustments.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / With the Trotz decision looming, the Jets are facing big 
questions this off-season 

 

Ken Wiebe@WiebesWorld 

June 23, 2022, 7:14 PM 

 

DENVER — #TrotzWatch appears to be reaching critical mass, the 
longtime captain suddenly appeared on a prominent trade board and the 
top priority restricted free agent isn’t yet ready commit to a long-term 
contract. 

Other than that, how is your week going Kevin Cheveldayoff? 

Everyone knew that this was going to be a critical off-season for the 
general manager of the Winnipeg Jets, given the inability for the 
organization to meet lofty expectations by failing to earn an invitation to 
the 2022 Stanley Cup playoffs. 

The search to find Paul Maurice’s replacement is ongoing and 
interestingly enough, the former head coach of the Jets found himself a 
new job with the Florida Panthers earlier this week — energized and 
ready to roll six months after submitting his resignation on Dec. 17. 

Jets fans have been waiting on pins and needles to see whether or not 
Dauphin product Barry Trotz is going to accept an offer to become the 
bench boss. 

A source confirmed the latest meeting with Trotz and Cheveldayoff took 
place earlier this week and now it’s up to Trotz to decide if he’s going to 
accept the job, which would involve a succession plan to eventually move 
upstairs into a management role. 

Trotz was the Jets’ top target since he was fired unexpectedly by the 
New York Islanders and the process has been a methodical one, which 
makes sense since the man who sits third in the NHL in all-time victories 
wasn’t sure if he wanted to continue behind the bench or transition into 
his next job. 

There’s little doubt Trotz has the type of sharp hockey mind to make the 
transition to management, but coaching is in his blood and it’s hard to 
imagine a scenario where he doesn’t want to give it one more go-around. 

With the 2022 NHL Draft around the corner and free agency set to open 
on July 13, the Jets would like to have their new coach in place by early 
next month to help set the tone for a series of decisions that are looming. 

No matter who is behind the bench, there seems to be a legitimate 
chance that right-winger Blake Wheeler finds a new home for next 
season. 

Frank Seravalli of Daily Face-off had Wheeler at No. 3 on his trade 
board, which was an interesting development. 

Players like Wheeler don’t magically end up in the rumour mill unless 
either the team or his representation want to get the signal out there to 
generate buzz and possibly raise the value. 

Of course, being on a trade board and actually making a trade of this 
magnitude aren’t mutually exclusive, but colleague Elliotte Friedman 
believes the situation has reached a point where a change of scenery 
would benefit Wheeler. 

For this, trading 36-year-old Wheeler could be somewhat complicated by 
his contract situation, which includes two more seasons and an average 
annual value of $8.25 million. 

Wheeler remains a productive player and he’s been a durable guy 
throughout his career, which includes more than 1,000 NHL games. 

Wheeler’s full-movement clause in his current deal shifts to a partial no-
movement deal on July 1, where he submits a list of five teams he would 
accept a trade to. 

Is there a contending team that’s willing to absorb those final two 
seasons of Wheeler’s contract or is Cheveldayoff going to need to use 
some creativity to find a fit? 

Would a sweetener need to be included, an additional player or prospect 
that would make it worthwhile for a team that’s looking to reach the salary 
cap floor? 

Would a third team need to get involved or might the Jets consider 
retaining up to 50 per cent of the contract? 

A buyout is another option that the Jets could consider, but history tells 
us that the organization has only used that scenario once, back in 2017 
when the final season of Mark Stuart’s contract was taken off the books. 

Choose from two package options that work best for you 

Might Wheeler be willing to accept a deal to the Arizona Coyotes, who 
are one of those teams that don’t have many players signed for 2022-23 
and could fit in the cap hit (especially since the actual salary is only $6.5 
million next season and jumps back up to $8.25 million in the final 
season after making $10 million last season)? 

The thought of Wheeler on a Coyotes team that is still early in the 
rebuilding process seems strange, but what if he’s interested in reuniting 
with longtime line-mate and former Jets captain Andrew Ladd? 

The additional stress of being the captain of the Jets has seemed to take 
an emotional toll on Wheeler during the past two-plus seasons. 

Stepping out of the spotlight and into the background with the 
organization that originally chose him fifth overall in the 2004 draft would 
have a certain circle of life element to it. 

For the Jets, they may have reached the point where they are ready to 
turn the leadership group over to a new voice — and perhaps a slightly 
different approach. 

No matter what happens with Wheeler, he’s given his heart and soul to 
the organization, choosing Winnipeg as the place he wanted to raise his 
young family. 

He’s also going to go down as one of the most productive players in 
franchise history and has spent a good chunk of his time here as the face 
of the franchise. 

As for the future of centre Pierre-Luc Dubois, colleague Elliotte Friedman 
reported on Wednesday that his camp has informed the Jets that he 
plans to explore unrestricted free agency in the summer of 2024. 

That news was greeted by Jets fans on social media with a mixture of 
caution and genuine concern. 

Friedman also reported that the Jets still hope to convince Dubois to stick 
around after inking him to a shorter-term deal. 

The Jets still have two years of control with Dubois, but there is a chance 
the Jets could decide to accelerate the process and look to trade him. 

That doesn’t mean a trade is anything close to a sure thing, since the 
Jets have found themselves in a similar situation in recent years with 
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defenceman Jacob Trouba and Patrik Laine — who was the key piece 
sent to the Columbus Blue Jackets to acquire Dubois in the first place. 

With Trouba, after the Jets made their run to the Western Conference 
final in 2018, the organization chose to keep the defenceman for one 
more playoff push before moving him to the New York Rangers during 
the week of the 2019 NHL Draft. 

With Laine, it appeared the Jets were on the verge of following the same 
playbook, but things accelerated when Dubois asked to be traded by the 
Blue Jackets. 

It’s too early to tell which direction the Jets will go with Dubois, though 
the preferred route would be to sign him to a one-year deal or even reach 
a one-year agreement through arbitration, should things reach that stage. 

However, that process could make things more tense and should be 
avoided if possible. 

Might Dubois change his tune if Trotz accepts the Jets job and he 
flourishes under his watch? 

That’s not out of the question, though there will always be debate about if 
a player’s trade value is higher with one season or two before said player 
can hit the open market for the first time of his NHL career. 

Given how hard the Jets worked to come up with a one-two punch down 
the middle of Dubois and Mark Scheifele, coupled with the way 
Cheveldayoff has operated through his first 11 seasons as GM, about the 
only thing we know for sure is that he won’t be pressured into making a 
panic move. 

Dubois was supposed to be a foundational piece for the Jets, a guy to be 
around and a potential future captain. 

He embraced a leadership role and was often one of the players 
expressing disappointment in how last season was going, his investment 
level obvious with both his words and his play on the ice. 

On a team with plenty of scorers, Dubois also provides a physical 
element, and he’s the type of guy who brings his teammates into the 
battle with him. 

Dubois recently competed for Team Canada at the IIHF World Men’s 
Hockey Championship, playing a key role in a silver-medal winning 
performance and thriving on a line with Dylan Cozens and Drake 
Batherson. 

Rather than Jets fans wondering how the Jets might be able to acquire 
one of those players in a deal, Thursday’s news likely has fans of the 
Buffalo Sabres and Ottawa Senators wondering aloud what it might take 
to trade for Dubois. 

The return in any potential deal for Dubois would need to be significant 
and make sense in both the short and longer term, since the Jets are not 
about to slide into rebuilding mode themselves. 

The belief in the organization was that last season was the exception and 
not a sign of things to come, that the reloading process involves 
augmenting the core, not dismantling it. 

Some change is coming for the Jets, but a few things need to fall into 
place before things begin to come into clearer focus and we find out how 
significant the adjustments are going to be. 
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Sportsnet.ca / How Colorado earned its controversial OT win: the best 
teams 'get lucky' the most 

 

Justin Bourne@jtbourne 

June 23, 2022, 1:07 PM 

 

“Right here, stop it there,” Sheldon Keefe said. “This right here,” he said 
as he drew on the touch flatscreen TV. “This right here is what we wanna 
see. This is how you know we’ve got them.” 

I was pausing/playing the video as he highlighted the opposing bench, 
which showed their players struggling to get off for a change while their 
teammates jumped over the boards – sometimes early, given the slow 
changers – to get fresh legs on the ice. They’d be left to scramble back to 
their D-zone where we were already headed, and that’s what Sheldon 
Keefe wanted to see. 

He had wanted to see it then, in the American League, I imagine partially 
because he knew that was something Mike Babcock liked to see from his 
teams in the NHL. You’re aiming to put your opposition in a state of 
desperation like that, “diving into their own bench” as it was said, not 
even thinking about scoring, just trying not to get scored on. 

The Lightning have looked like that at times in the recent past, most 
notably in overtime of Round 1 (Game 6) versus the Maple Leafs, when 
Toronto took the play to Tampa only to have one good chance go the 
other way and end up in the back of their net. 

In fairness to what happened to the Lightning Wednesday night against 
Colorado, that’s why they’re so upset about a missed Too Many Men call 
on the Avalanche’s OT winner – they’ve had success playing a rope-a-
dope style given their great goaltending, and they still felt they could win 
that game. They’re justified in being upset, of course, because it was Too 
Many Men. Here’s a telling still from just after Kadri jumps on the ice, and 
you can see where the guy he’s changing for – Nathan MacKinnon - is at: 

It’s not a particularly tight change and a few seconds later MacKinnon’s 
skates are still on the ice as Kadri makes his play and the puck enters 
the net: 

So it’s Too Many Men, sure, and Tampa is allowed to be mad. 

But what shouldn’t get obscured here, is that for the players, all you can 
do is play and try to win, and you can’t make the calls, too. What refs 
decide to flag and not flag is out of your control, but you do know that the 
better you play, the more breaks you get. It’s funny how that works. 

Last season, the best team in the NHL was the Tampa Bay Lightning 
(without much argument), and they got a very similar break against the 
New York Islanders in the conference final. That missed Too Many Men 
call went their way, and yes, they were the play-driving team facing a 
group that was trying to rope-a-dope and win with goaltending and 
defending. When you’re the team diving into the bench, or the team 
struggling to make changes, you’re at the mercy of luck. One more thing 
– a bad bounce, a missed call, whatever - going against you can be what 
ends it. 

Colorado wins Game 4 because they had the Lightning reeling, “diving 
into their bench.” The Bolts were a taped together group down to five D 
and what felt like five forwards who weren’t injured, and it showed. The 
minutes leading up to the missed Too Many Men moment showed the 
Avs putting Tampa on their heels while the exhausted Bolts players 
searched for oxygen and a seat. Three and a half minutes before the OT 
winner you’ve got Nikita Kucherov going “Who cares if they’ve got solid 
possession and I should be F1 steering them, I gotta get off.” 

Colorado then rings one off the crossbar. 

Two minutes before the winner you’ve got Brandon Hagel desperately 
diving to get a puck out, then staying on one knee for a few seconds 
before dragging himself to the Lightning bench. He had been on the rink 
for a hard fought 1:15. 
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Anthony Cirelli has to get off in that GIF too as the Avs regroup with 
speed and head back on the attack. Nothing comes of the rush, though, 
as the Tampa players who come on to the ice rush back hard. 

Not long after, Alex Killorn recognizes he’s at the end of a 1:17 shift, and 
has to change rather than provide neutral zone pressure. The Avs 
regroup and attack again. He’s F1 in the neutral zone here, and changes 
while the play goes the other way. 

This led to more possession from the Avs, which Vasilevskiy put an end 
to by mercifully catching and holding a shot. The following 1:38 was 
again all Avs, and the Bolts were exhausted. They just could not get off 
the rink, and were left metaphorically diving into their own bench to get 
“fresh” legs back out there. Their defencemen (Sergachev and 
McDonagh) never did manage a change. Again, you saw the image of 
Kadri getting out there well early on the MacKinnon change. It’s Too 
Many Men, Kadri has solid possession in the middle here with his 
teammate still on the ice. 

Sergachev is so gassed he’s not able to get up and gap up as you’d want 
the D to do here. He’s got no speed to skate with Kadri as a result. 

So when that one more thing goes wrong for Tampa – in this case, the 
refs missing a call – it’s too much, simply because the Avs' dominance 
have made it too much. That call is the straw that broke the camel's back, 
but there were already a boatload of straws there first, which Colorado 
placed. So the Lightning can rightfully be upset about it – and geez, Jon 
Cooper had an agonizing post-game presser that demonstrated their 
feelings - but the Avs also deserve to be praised for their outright 
overtime dominance that put the Bolts in that spot. 

Look at Kucherov and Palat chasing the play back to the Tampa zone as 
it ends. 

The desperation changes from Cirelli and Killorn put them there. 

I’ve heard all the arguments. 

“Changes like Kadri’s happen all the time.” Not where a player gets 
immediate possession and makes a play while his changing teammate is 
still on the ice, they don’t. 

“Tampa has benefitted from this missed call in the past.” OK? Not sure 
how that furthers the conversation here. 

“It’s not Too Many Men because—” stop. STOP. Kadri’s on well before 
MacKinnon is near the bench. 

The Avs got a break, but calls get made and missed all throughout a 
hockey game, and the best a team can do is “make their own luck.” 
When you take the puck to the net, you might get lucky and see it go in, 
the way Cirelli and Maroon did in Game 3, even if you don’t perfectly 
execute your intended move. You made your own luck. 

When you put your opposition on their heels and get them diving into the 
bench, and when you get a break from a missed call, you’ve made your 
own luck, too. The Avs were excellent, and have been excellent, and 
deserve to enjoy a win they earned. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Why Nazem Kadri's story is about so much more than 
resilience and hate 

 

Sonny Sachdeva@sachdevasonny 

May 24, 2022, 9:51 PM 

 

There’s a poem by the brilliant Suhaiymah Manzoor-Khan that speaks of 
something like these moments. Where the story we tell each other, the 
one we think is proof enough of our understanding, misses the point 
entirely. 

“It is not the poem I want to write. It is the poem I have been reduced to,” 
Manzoor-Khan says in that piece, which she titled, ‘This is not a 
humanising poem.’ 

“Reduced to proving my life is human because it is relatable. Valuable 
because it is recognizable.” 

She speaks of the ways in which she, as a Muslim woman in the UK, is 
just that: relatable, recognizable. How she can banter about the weather 
in the post-office queue, too, how she cried at the end of Toy Story 3, like 
everyone else. 

But she stops short. “This will not be a ‘Muslims are like us’ poem,” 
Manzoor-Khan says. “I refuse to be respectable. 

“Instead, love us when we’re lazy. Love us when we’re poor. Love us in 
our back-to-backs, council estates, depressed, unwashed and weeping. 
Love us high as kites, unemployed, joy-riding, time-wasting, failing at 
school. Love us filthy, without the right colour passports, without the right 
sounding English. 

“Love us then. Because if you need me to prove my humanity, I’m not the 
one that’s not human.” 

I was reminded of Manzoor-Khan’s words while watching the storm that’s 
hung above Nazem Kadri these past few days, as one of the NHL’s few 
Muslim players saw a moment during a game spiral into racist, 
Islamophobic harassment of him and his family so hateful and unhinged 
that law enforcement was brought in to investigate. 

I was reminded of them two days later, when Kadri showed up to work 
again, and performed to the best of his abilities — a hat trick, a four-point 
night, a victory, a series lead. The hockey world rightfully lauded the 
poise he’s shown amid an impossible situation, the resilience he was 
forced to find, to do what he’s expected to in circumstances far more 
extreme than he should ever expect to navigate. 

I was reminded, in the aftermath of that strange triumph, that this is 
where the path diverges between the ones who’ve had this experience 
directed at their own skin, and the ones watching from afar. Because the 
next part of these conversations tends to take on a similar sound — how 
it was overcoming that hatred that allowed him to find greatness, how it 
was that vile energy that gave him the push he needed to take the next 
step in his ascent. How it was a terrible thing, of course, but in a way, 
maybe not so terrible, in what it inspired. 

But don’t get it twisted — it’s nothing more than a terrible thing. This isn’t 
a journey Kadri needed to endure on that path to greatness. This isn’t the 
setup chapter to the story of how he persevered and won it all. He 
could’ve won it all anyways.  

He could be great, anyways. He could score goals, get wins, push teams 
to the brink, anyways. This is who Nazem Kadri is, in spite of the bile, not 
because of it. 

And so I was reminded of Manzoor-Khan, writing of the idea that we can 
only appreciate someone’s humanity if we see ourselves in them, if they 
look and talk and act enough like us. Here, as we watch the fallout of a 
vile group of hockey fans who, moved to anger, saw brown skin and 
failed to appreciate Kadri’s humanity enough to treat him like any other 
NHLer. 

Take issue with the way Kadri plays the game. Take issue with the 
suspensions, the physicality, the questionable calls — the same way you 
take issue with Milan Lucic running Mike Smith, or David Pastrnak taking 
out Antti Raanta. Between the boards, on that sheet, that’s fair game. But 
that isn’t what this is about.  

'For those that hate that one's for them' Kadri responds to threats after 
Game 3 
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This is about a flood of messages that didn’t mention bodychecks or 
collisions in the crease — they mentioned bombings, they mentioned 
9/11, they mentioned the same tired slurs heard a hundred times before 
by everyone who’s navigated life after September 11th with brown skin. 
It’s about the messages taking words that could be beautiful if only we 
had the collective strength of character to see them that way — words 
like ‘immigrant,’ like ‘Muslim’ — and tainting them with bigoted venom. 

This time, Kadri was able to earn a moment of triumph to tune out some 
of that noise. Most in that position don’t get that chance. They just get the 
noise, loud and unending. They just get the questions about why it is they 
aren’t able to show up, perform, do what’s expected of them. And most of 
the time, they leave. And we lose. 

So, raise Kadri up for finding a way to be at his best through all this. 
Raise him up for the grace and dignity with which he’s handled this 
situation, for going as far as saying those who harassed his family don’t 
represent all of the St. Louis Blues’ fan base — even as those who do 
represent the St. Louis Blues haven’t had the decency to separate on-ice 
rivalries and off-ice death threats. 

Raise Kadri up for all of that. But let’s stop short of hanging the glory on 
the hate speech, of seeing abuse as a catalyst, or winning as a satisfying 
enough resolution. 

And above all else, let’s bury the conversation, here and now, about 
Nazem Kadri’s composure. 

Because here, put in a position that the vast majority of those playing the 
game, watching the game, covering the game will never experience, he 
navigated that ruthless chaos better than any of us could ever hope to. 
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TSN.CA / It’s time to appreciate the greatness of these Avs 

 

Travis Yost 

 

Colorado’s thrilling overtime victory in Game 4 puts the team just 60 
minutes away from a Stanley Cup – a massive accomplishment for Jared 
Bednar’s team as they have climbed the ladder of hockey excellence. 

The Avalanche still must deliver one more time in the next three games. 
But at some point, we must ask the question: Just how good is this 
Colorado team, and are we underappreciating the on-ice greatness of 
Bednar’s club? 

Colorado has generally been a consensus favourite in the betting 
markets for most of the last two seasons. The talent and depth of the 
team is universally recognized – I thought Calgary head coach Darryl 
Sutter summarized Colorado up best, acknowledging that a series 
against Colorado would amount to a waste of eight days. 

That was maybe a bit tongue-in-cheek from Sutter, but I don’t know if we 
are appreciating the degree of dominance exhibited by this Colorado 
team. 

Consider the two Stanley Cup Final teams from this year – Colorado and 
Tampa Bay – versus other Cup winners since the 2007-08 season, or the 
statistical modern era. Keep in mind that there are a number of teams 
within this group that we would consider historically great in any time 
period. Mike Babcock’s Detroit Red Wings and the dynastic Chicago 
Blackhawks certainly fit that bill. 

The table below shows net-goal and net-expected goal advantages 
carried over each team’s respective postseason:  

Embedded Image 

The average Stanley Cup winner has been about 0.75 goals better than 
their opponents over 60 minutes of play, or, said another way, ends the 
postseason with a +18 goal differential. Expected goals are more muted, 
but that’s sort of the trick of finding success in the playoffs – you need 
territorial dominance and either a considerable goaltending advantage, a 
team that’s converting on a large percentage of their scoring chances, or 
a combination of the two for a six-week stretch. 

From time to time you get performances that move towards the 
extremes. The St. Louis Blues, as one example, won the Stanley Cup in 
2018-19 by outscoring their opponents 75-70 (+5). The team they beat in 
the Final, the Boston Bruins, outscored their opponents 79-51 (+28) over 
the course of the playoffs. St. Louis was fantastic that year, but they 
weren’t a dominant team in the postseason – rather, one who won a lot 
by the thinnest of margins. 

The other side of the spectrum has three teams, and more specifically, 
two comparables to this year’s Avalanche this year. 

Sutter’s Los Angeles team in 2011-12 was perhaps the apex of 
possession-dominant hockey – those Kings combated limited shooting 
talent in their lineup with the most oppressive 200-foot brand of hockey 
we have seen, forechecking and backchecking like madmen, and 
pressuring opponents into frequent miscues. (They also had an all-time 
great goaltending performance by way of Jonathan Quick.) 

The 2007-08 Detroit Red Wings were similarly puck-dominant, but the 
amount of puck-on-stick time was extraordinarily different. Sutter’s team 
wanted to chase the puck and force you to make the mistakes; 
Babcock’s team wanted to leverage gifted playmakers like Pavel 
Datsyuk, Nicklas Lidstrom, and Henrik Zetterberg to pick the opposition’s 
defensive structure apart. 

In some ways, that Detroit team is the closest thing we have seen to this 
Colorado squad. Nathan MacKinnon is certainly on the short list of the 
league’s most dangerous attackers, a list that a player like Datsyuk 
topped for many years. Lidstrom, considered one of the greatest 
defenders of all-time, has only had one modern-era comparable in 
Ottawa’s Erik Karlsson (2016-17). It’s fair to wonder if 23-year-old 
Colorado blueliner Cale Makar is starting to follow suit. 

But even that team did not carry the goal differential this year’s Colorado 
team has. This Avalanche team is going through a dynastic franchise in 
Tampa Bay that, just one season ago, put together one of the more 
impressive playoff runs we have seen. 

The Avs are 60 minutes from a bunch of names being engraved on the 
Stanley Cup, yes. But they are also 60 minutes away from perhaps 
finishing the season as the most dominant team we have seen during 
this era, and that is saying something. 
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TSN.CA / Snuggerud on rising up draft boards and improving his skating 

 

Mark Masters 

 

Jimmy Snuggerud is still looking for his draft-night fit.  

"I actually haven't got a suit yet," said the USA National Team 
Development Program winger. "I'll go get one this week some time and 
pick one out."  

Snuggerud is looking to keep things simple.  
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"I'm more of a low-key guy," he said. "I'll go with a light grey suit, a white 
shirt and normal tie. I don't like to be super flashy and stand out too 
much." 

But it was hard not to notice Snuggerud this week when TSN Director of 
Scouting Craig Button published his final list of top draft-eligible 
prospects. The 18-year-old from Minnesota came in No. 8, which was up 
seven spots from January's list.  

"I've improved my game to a point to where I can be in that range," said 
Snuggerud, who is the son of former Buffalo Sabre Dave Snuggerud. "To 
hear that is really cool, but I'm not close to making it. This is the 'mock' 
part of it and once I'm picked, I'll be on a depth chart and then I need to 
make the team."  

During an interview with TSN, Snuggerud outlined how he jumped up 
draft boards this season and explained why Vancouver Canuck Brock 
Boeser is his NHL role model. The following is an edited transcript of the 
conversation.   

TSN: What's it like to see an alumnus of the National Team Development 
Program in Auston Matthews win the Hart Trophy? 

Snuggerud: "To see him win that award and know that he played at the 
Program and went through what I went through the last two years is 
really cool." 

TSN: How much do you watch him?  

Snuggerud: "I watch him a lot. That pull-and-push shot is something he 
does very well and it's something I've worked on a lot." 

TSN: What do you notice?  

Snuggerud: "His quick release. To be able to pull and push around the 
defenceman's stick, you know, is impressive. There's long sticks in the 
National Hockey League and the way he has that quick release, it's 
something he's really good at."  

TSN: How do you feel about your shot?  

Snuggerud: "It's strong. I think it's ready, but it can be a lot more ready. 
My accuracy isn't where it needs to be at. The release and hardness of 
the shot is good, but my accuracy isn't NHL ready yet."  

TSN: How do you improve that?  

Snuggerud: "I go into the rink every day and do the best I can to hit the 
net with every shot. Every Tuesday and Thursday I have my skill skates, 
so I try and hit the net on every single shot." 

TSN: How would you describe your game?  

Snuggerud: "I'm a competitive forward who likes to use his shot in certain 
situations. I have a strong hockey IQ. My work ethic and compete are two 
things I pride myself on. My offensive ability is strong, and my defensive 
ability is strong, but I need to improve a lot on my skating."   

TSN: Where's your skating at now?  

Snuggerud: "My 17-year-old year it wasn't close to where it needed to be, 
and then over the summer I improved my straight north-and-south speed. 
I got stronger at it and in my 18-year-old year I proved that. But now I'm 
working on moving more right and left and being more dynamic in zone." 

TSN: How much room do you have to grow in that department?  

Snuggerud: "I have to grow a lot to be an NHL-ready skater. Coming into 
college next season [at the University of Minnesota] I'll be an even better 
skater than I was last year. But to be an NHL player and be a career 
player, I need to be a lot better of a skater." 

TSN: How did you feel about your performance at the World Under-18 
championship where Team USA won the silver medal?  

Snuggerud: "It was good. Playing with [Logan] Cooley and [Cutter] 
Gauthier, we had a strong line together. We scored goals and produced, 

but we came across a strong goalie [Sweden's Hugo Havelid] in the last 
game and couldn't put the puck in the net when we needed to."  

TSN: Why was the chemistry good?  

Snuggerud: "We each had our roles. Cooley is a super-skilled player and 
then you get the puck to Cutter, and he can shoot. I was more, like, 
getting the puck to those guys and working. I'll be the determined player 
on the line and bring some energy ... The chemistry always clicked." 

TSN: Who's your NHL role model?  

Snuggerud: "Brock Boeser is someone I really like to watch and model 
my game after. He has that strong right shot and that competitive edge. 
And he's also from Minnesota." 

TSN: What's the best advice your dad Dave has given you? 

Snuggerud: "'Stay on the path. It's a long process and you need to enjoy 
it.' He tells me that every single day. 'Win every day. Get better every 
day.' He played hockey for a long time, and he knows the process I'm 
going through." 

TSN: What's the best story he's told you about his playing days?   

Snuggerud: "One of the cool things is he played against Wayne Gretzky 
and Mario Lemieux. He was one of the guys who shut down top lines, so 
he would go on the ice against them. Obviously, he didn't do a very good 
job of shutting them down, but to be able to hear he played those guys is 
really cool."  

TSN: Did anything he say about Gretzky surprise you?  

Snuggerud: "No, it was just normal stuff. They tried to stop Gretzky, but 
he told me, 'You literally couldn't. He'd sneak around. He'd get to open 
ice. He'd get to scoring areas like no other.'"  

TSN: Your grandfather, James Westby, also played hockey and 
represented the United States at the Olympics. What have you learned 
from him?  

Snuggerud: "He took a little bit of a different route. He didn't play in the 
NHL. He just played college and a couple World Championships and the 
Olympics. He's still skating. He's 85 and he's skating with his buddies 
every day. He doesn't give me a lot of tips, but he shows me what it takes 
to play and still be playing at 85." 

TSN: It's another strong year for USA Hockey at the draft. Button has 
seven players from the National Team Development Program in his top 
32. So, let's finish with some word association when it comes to your 
teammates. What's the first thing that comes to mind when you think of 
Cooley?  

Snuggerud: "Skill set and dynamic. How he sets himself apart from 
everyone else is his skill set and his ability. I played with him most of the 
year and it was super easy. He's an unbelievable hockey player."  

TSN: Gauthier?  

Snuggerud: "His shot. He reminds me of watching Auston Matthews. He 
models his game a lot after Matthews. You get him the puck and he's 
going to fire it. I think he had 14 shots in one game this year." 

TSN: Rutger McGroarty? 

Snuggerud: "His work ethic, compete and leadership skills are three 
things he prides himself on. He's a great role model on the team."  

TSN: Frank Nazar? 

Snuggerud: "Speed. Speed kills for him. He's a player who uses speed in 
every situation."  

TSN: Isaac Howard? 

Snuggerud: "Character. He's a character guy. He's a funny guy. He's 
kind of like, I wouldn’t say 'different,' but just a funny guy." 
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TSN: Lane Hutson? 

Snuggerud: "Size. He's really under-valued for his size (5-foot-8). He's 
going to be a NHL player, for sure." 
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USA TODAY / Lightning coach Jon Cooper discusses controversial 
Game 4 OT goal: 'An unfortunate non-call' 

 

CALE CLINTON   | USA TODAY 

 

Lightning coach Jon Cooper is looking to move forward after his 
comments following Tampa Bay's Game 4 loss Wednesday in the 
Stanley Cup Final stirred controversy. 

“Did [Colorado] get the better of us in overtime? There’s no question they 
did,” said Cooper during Thursday’s media availability. “But this is a 
game of breaks. Often times you make them, sometimes you get them. 
Colorado is up 3-1 in this series because they’ve made a lot of breaks. … 
Good on them. That’s what happens when you make them. The game-
winner is an unfortunate non-call. That’s how you get breaks.”  

“It’s the way the game is, and you can’t pout about it. You turn the page 
and move on, let’s go. So that mountain’s a little bit higher. At least we’re 
still climbing. We’re not out.”  

Cooper's post-game comments Wednesday night lasted two minutes, 
taking one question before exiting. He spent that time mostly deferring 
his comments to Thursday’s press conference, insinuating that Nazem 
Kadri’s game-winning overtime goal should not have counted because 
the Colorado Avalanche had too many men on the ice.   

“You’re going to see what I mean when you see the winning goal,” 
Cooper said Wednesday night. “And my heart breaks for the players 
because we probably still should be playing.”  

The Lightning are no strangers to playing from behind during this playoff 
run. Tampa Bay was down 3-2 in the opening round against the Toronto 
Maple Leafs, winning a Game 7 on the road to move on. Tampa Bay lost 
the first two games to the New York Rangers in the conference finals 
before winning four straight games to secure a Stanley Cup berth.  

“If there’s one team that can do it, it’s this team,” said Lightning forward 
Pat Maroon.   

The NHL released a statement after the game defending the referees’ 
no-call. The statement noted that too many men on the ice penalties are 
discretionary calls not subject to video review.  

“In discussing the winning goal, each of the four officials advised that 
they did not see a too many men on the ice situation on the play,” said 
the statement.  

Avalanche head coach Jared Bednar shared a similar sentiment during 
Thursday’s media availability. Bednar noted that line shifts like the one 
on the play happen all the time in hockey.  

“That’s part of the game,” said Bednar. “It’s a fluid game. You’re 
changing on the fly, everything happens. You look at the clip, you back 
that clip up — and I did multiple times already to see what exactly what 
they were talking about — and Tampa’s got two guys jumping on with 
their D coming off the ice from a zone away. I count 7-6 at one point. So 
that is what it is. That’s the way the game is played. I don’t see it as a 
break or a non-break. I actually see it as nothing.”  

The Lightning will fight for their playoff lives in Game 5 of the Stanley Cup 
Final in Denver on Friday at 8 p.m. ET.  
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